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Item Description Start price

1 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: 9014
Model: 3-piece - Light wood decor
Size: 3-piece set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 800x460x600mm
1 * Side box - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror Cabinet - 800x600x160mm

Color: Light wood decor
Equipped with: Chrome-plated stainless steel tap including
pop-up drain - Softclose drawer system - Pre-assembled 
side cabinet and washbasin furniture.
Slight damage to the back of the side cabinet (not visible 
when the furniture is assembled).

Condition: New
Worth: €1,395.00

495 €

2 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: 9020W
Model: 1-person bathroom furniture 80 cm high-gloss 
white
Size: 3-piece set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 800x460x600mm
1 * Side box - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror Cabinet - 800x600x160mm

Colour: High gloss white
Equipped with: Faucet including pop-up drain - Softclose 
drawer system - Cast resin sink - Pre-assembled side 
cabinet and washbasin furniture.

Condition: New, back of the side case slightly damaged.
Worth: €1,395.00

395 €
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4 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL9008
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 120 cm dark wood 
decor
Size: 3-piece set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1200x480x520mm
1 * Side box - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror Cabinet - 1200x600x120mm

Color: Dark wood decor
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Soft close 
drawer system - Two light spots above the mirror - Pre-
assembled side cabinet and washbasin furniture

Condition: New
Worth: € 2,325.00

545 €

5 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL5185A
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 120 cm high-gloss 
white
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1200x470x520mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror - 1200x450x60mm

Colour: High gloss white
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Softclose 
drawer system - Spotlight above the mirror - Pre-
assembled side cabinets and washbasin furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: € 2,795.00

645 €
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6 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL5165-M005
Model: 1-person bathroom furniture 80 cm high-gloss gray
Size: 4-piece set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 800x470x480mm
1 * Side box - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror - 800x60x450mm
1 * Shelf - 800x120x15mm

Colour: High gloss grey
Equipped with: Faucet including pop-up drain - Softclose 
drawer system - Cast resin sink - Pre-assembled side 
cabinet and washbasin furniture

Condition: New
Worth: €1,395.00

475 €

7 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL51662
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 120 cm black wood 
decor
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1200x455x520mm
1 * Side box - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror with wooden frame - 1200x500x60mm
1 * Shelf - 1200x120x15mm

Color: Black wood decor
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Soft close 
drawer system - Cast resin sinks - Pre-assembled side 
cabinets and washbasin furniture

Condition: New
Worth: € 2.555.00

695 €
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8 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL-358W
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 150 cm - high-gloss 
white
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1500x455x480mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror cabinet - 1500x600x120mm

Colour: High gloss white
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Soft close 
drawer system - Cast resin sinks - Light spot above the 
mirror - Pre-assembled side cabinets and washbasin 
furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: € 3.495.00

795 €

9 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL-358B
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 150 cm - high-gloss 
black
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1500x455x480mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror cabinet - 1500x600x120mm

Colour: High gloss black
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Soft close 
drawer system - Cast resin sinks - Light spot above the 
mirror - Pre-assembled side cabinets and washbasin 
furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: € 3,995.00

695 €
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10 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BLHAVIKLUX4
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 120 cm - high-gloss 
anthracite with white sink
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1200x455x520mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror Cabinet - 1200x450x180mm

Colour: High gloss anthracite
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Softclose 
drawer system - Cast resin sinks - Lighting above the 
mirror - Pre-assembled side cabinets and washbasin 
furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: € 3.495.00

695 €

11 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: 141-120
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 120 cm - high-gloss 
white
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1200x500x450mm
2 * Wash bowls -480x340x140mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 1550x400x350mm
1 * Mirror - 1200x500x5mm

Colour: High gloss white
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Softclose 
drawer system - Cast resin sinks - Mirror - Pre-assembled 
side cabinets and washbasin furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: € 3.495.00

595 €
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12 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: 141-120-WALLFAUCET
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 120 cm - high-gloss 
white
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1200x500x450mm
2 * Wash bowls -480x340x140mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 1550x400x350mm
1 * Mirror - 1200x500x5mm

Colour: High gloss white
Equipped with: Taps including wall taps and drain - Soft 
close drawer system - Cast resin sinks - Mirror - Pre-
assembled side cabinets and washbasin furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: € 3.495.00

695 €

13 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: J-2016-ANT
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 147 cm - high-gloss 
anthracite with white washbasins
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1474x400x507mm
2 * Wash bowls - 420x420x150mm
1 * Mirror - approx. 1500x500x60mm

Colour: High gloss anthracite
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Softclose 
drawer system - Ceramic washbasins - Mirror with 
touchscreen LED lighting and anti-fog technology - Pre-
assembled washbasin furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: €2,695.00

695 €
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14 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL9009-ANT
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 180 cm - high-gloss 
anthracite with white washbasins
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1800x470x250mm
2 * Wash bowls - 590x385x190mm
1 * Mirror - 1800x500x60mm

Colour: High gloss anthracite
Equipped with: Mirror with touchscreen LED lighting and 
anti-fog technology - Taps including pop-up drain - Soft 
close drawer system - Ceramic wash bowls - Pre-
assembled washbasin furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: € 3.495.00

895 €

15 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL9009-ANT-2XSIDE
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 180 cm - high-gloss 
anthracite with side cabinets and black washbasins
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1800x470x250mm
2 * Wash bowls - 590x385x190mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror - 1800x500x60mm

Colour: High gloss anthracite
Equipped with: Mirror with touchscreen LED lighting and 
anti-fog technology - Taps including pop-up drain - Soft 
close drawer system - Ceramic wash bowls - Pre-
assembled washbasin furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: € 3.495.00

1.395 €
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16 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL9009-H42-SIDE
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 180 cm - wood decor 
with side cabinets and white washbasins
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1800x470x250mm
2 * Wash bowls - 590x385x190mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror - 1800x500x60mm

Color: Wood decor
Equipped with: Mirror with touchscreen LED lighting and 
anti-fog technology - Taps including pop-up drain - Soft 
close drawer system - Ceramic wash bowls - Pre-
assembled washbasin furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: € 4,995.00

1.395 €

17 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL-9009-M30-SIDE
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 180 cm - light wood 
decor with side cabinets and white washbasins
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1800x470x250mm
2 * Wash bowls - 590x385x190mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror - 1800x500x60mm

Color: Light wood decor
Equipped with: Mirror with touchscreen LED lighting and 
anti-fog technology - Taps including pop-up drain - Soft 
close drawer system - Ceramic wash bowls - Pre-
assembled washbasin furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: € 4,995.00

1.395 €
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18 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL9009-M84-2XSIDE
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 180 cm - dark wood 
decor with side cabinets and black washbasins
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1800x470x250mm
2 * Wash bowls - 590x385x190mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror - 1800x500x60mm

Color: Dark wood decor
Equipped with: Mirror with touchscreen LED lighting and 
anti-fog technology - Taps including pop-up drain - Soft 
close drawer system - Ceramic wash bowls - Pre-
assembled washbasin furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: € 3.495.00

1.395 €

19 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL9009-WH
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 180 cm - high-gloss 
white with white washbasins
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1800x470x250mm
2 * Wash bowls - 590x385x190mm
1 * Mirror - 1800x500x60mm

Colour: High gloss white
Equipped with: Mirror with touchscreen LED lighting and 
anti-fog technology - Taps including pop-up drain - Soft 
close drawer system - Ceramic wash bowls - Pre-
assembled washbasin furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: € 3.495.00

895 €
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20 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL-9009-WHITE-SIDE
 Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 180 cm - high-gloss 
white with side cabinets and black washbasins
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1800x470x250mm
2 * Wash bowls - 590x385x190mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror - 1800x500x60mm

Colour: High gloss white
Equipped with: Mirror with touchscreen LED lighting and 
anti-fog technology - Taps including pop-up drain - Soft 
close drawer system - Ceramic wash bowls - Pre-
assembled washbasin furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: € 4,495

1.395 €

21 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL-9009-WHITE-WHITE-SIDE
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 180 cm - high-gloss 
white with side cabinets and white washbasins
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1800x470x250mm
2 * Wash bowls - 590x385x190mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror - 1800x500x60mm

Colour: High gloss white
Equipped with: Mirror with touchscreen LED lighting and 
anti-fog technology - Taps including pop-up drain - Soft 
close drawer system - Ceramic wash bowls - Pre-
assembled washbasin furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: € 4,495

1.395 €
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22 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: 9020Z
Model: 1-person bathroom furniture 80 cm high-gloss 
white
Size: 2-piece set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 800x460x600mm
1 * Mirror Cabinet - 800x600x160mm

Colour: High gloss white
Equipped with: Faucet including pop-up drain - Soft close 
drawer system - Cast resin sink - Pre-assembled 
washbasin furniture.

Condition: New, without side case
Worth: €1,395.00

395 €

23 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: Arena 150 BLACK
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture - dark wood decor 
with side cabinets and black sink
Size:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1500x445x440mm
1 * Washbasin -1500x450mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 350x350x1500mm
1 * Mirror - 1500x600x80mm
Color: Dark wood decor
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Softclose 
drawer system - Cast resin sink - Mirror with lighting - Pre-
assembled side cabinets and washbasin furniture.
Condition: New
Worth: € 2995.00

995 €

24 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: Arena 150 GRAY

995 €
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Model: 2-person bathroom furniture - dark wood decor 
with side cabinets and gray sink
Size:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1500x445x440mm
1 * Washbasin -1500x450x80mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 350x350x1500mm
1 * Mirror - 1500x600x180mm
Color: Dark wood decor
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Soft close 
drawer system - Cast resin sink - Mirror with lighting - Pre-
assembled side cabinets and washbasin furniture.
Condition: New
Worth: € 2995.00

25 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: Arena 150 WHITE
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture - dark wood decor 
with side cabinets and white sink
Size:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1500x445x440mm
1 * Washbasin -1500x450x80mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 350x350x1500mm
1 * Mirror - 1500x600x180mm
Color: Dark wood decor
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Softclose 
drawer system - Cast resin sink - Mirror with lighting - Pre-
assembled side cabinets and washbasin furniture.
Condition: New
Worth: € 2995.00

995 €

26 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BLHavikaS
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 140 cm light wood 
decor
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1400x470x500mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 1500x350x350mm

895 €
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1 * Mirror cabinet - 1400x450x180mm

Color: Light wood decor
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Soft close 
drawer system - Cast resin sinks - Light spot above the 
mirror - Pre-assembled side cabinets and washbasin 
furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: € 3.495.00

27 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL-358B-WIFT
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 150 cm - high-gloss 
black
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1500x455x480mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror cabinet - 1500x600x120mm

Colour: High gloss black
Equipped with: Wall taps including pop-up drain - Soft close
drawer system - Cast resin washbasins - Light spot above 
the mirror - Pre-assembled side cabinets and washbasin 
furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: € 3,995.00

895 €

28 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL-358W-WIFT
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 150 cm - high-gloss 
white
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1500x455x480mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror Cabinet - 1200x600x120mm

895 €
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Colour: High gloss white
Equipped with: Wall taps including pop-up drain - Soft close
drawer system - Cast resin washbasins - Light spot above 
the mirror - Pre-assembled side cabinets and washbasin 
furniture

Condition: New
Worth: € 3,995.00

29 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL5165-M014
Model: 1-person bathroom furniture 80 cm sand-coloured 
wood decor
Size: 4-piece set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 800x470x480mm
1 * Side box - 1200x350x300mm
1 * Mirror - 800x450x60mm
1 * Shelf - 800x120x15mm

Color: Sand colored wood decor hout
Equipped with: Faucet including pop-up drain - Softclose 
drawer system - Cast resin sink - Pre-assembled side 
cabinet and washbasin furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: €1,395.00

475 €

30 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL-5165-BLACK
Model: 1-person bathroom furniture 80 cm black
Size: 4-piece set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 800x470x480mm
1 * Side box - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror - 800x450x60mm
1 * Shelf - 800x120x15mm

475 €
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Colour black
Equipped with: Faucet including pop-up drain - Softclose 
drawer system - Cast resin sink - Pre-assembled side 
cabinet and washbasin furniture

Condition: New
Worth: €1,395.00

31 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL-5165-WHITE
Model: 1-person bathroom furniture 80 cm - white
Size: 4-piece set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 800x470x480mm
1 * Side box - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror - 800x450x60mm
1 * Shelf - 800x120x15mm

Colour White
Equipped with: Faucet including pop-up drain - Softclose 
drawer system - Cast resin sink - Pre-assembled side 
cabinet and washbasin furniture

Condition: New
Worth: €1,395.00

475 €

32 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL5185
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 120cm black wood 
decor
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1200x455x520mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror - 1200x450x60mm

Color: Black wood decor
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Soft close 
drawer system - Mirror with light spot - Pre-assembled 

695 €
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side cabinets and washbasin furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: € 2,795.00

34 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL-9009-120-WHITE
Model: 1-person bathroom furniture 120 cm - high-gloss 
white with side cabinet and white washbasin
Size: 4-piece set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1200x470x250mm
1 * Wash bowl - 590x385x190mm
1 * Mirror - 1200x500x60mm
1 * Side box - 1500x350x350mm

Colour: High gloss white
Equipped with: Mirror with touchscreen LED lighting and 
anti-fog technology - Taps including pop-up drain - Soft 
close drawer system - Ceramic wash bowl - Pre-assembled
washbasin furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: € 3,275.00

595 €

35 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL-9009-M30-SIDE-BLACK
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 180 cm - light wood 
decor with side cabinets and black washbasins
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1800x470x250mm
2 * Wash bowls - 590x385x190mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror - 1800x500x60mm

Color: Light wood decor
Equipped with: Mirror with touchscreen LED lighting and 
anti-fog technology - Taps including pop-up drain - Soft 

1.395 €
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close drawer system - Ceramic wash bowls - Pre-
assembled washbasin furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: € 4,995.00

36 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL9011W
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 120 cm high-gloss 
white
Size: 3-piece set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1200x480x480mm
1 * Side box - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror Cabinet - 1200x600x170mm

Colour: High gloss white
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Soft close 
drawer system - Two light spots above the mirror - Pre-
assembled side cabinet and washbasin furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: € 2,325.00

545 €

37 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL-HAVIKLUX-4-WIFT
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 120 cm - high-gloss 
anthracite with white sink
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1200x455x520mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror Cabinet - 1200x450x180mm

Colour: High gloss anthracite
Equipped with: Wall taps including pop-up drain - Soft close
drawer system - Cast resin sinks - Lighting above the 
mirror - Pre-assembled side cabinets and washbasin 
furniture.

795 €
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Condition: New
Worth: € 3,395.00

38 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL-HAVIKO-120-H21
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 120 cm - wood decor 
with white sink
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1200x455x500mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror Cabinet - 1200x450x180mm

Color: Wood decor
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Softclose 
drawer system - Cast resin sinks - Lighting above the 
mirror - Pre-assembled side cabinets and washbasin 
furniture

Condition: New
Worth: € 2,995.00

695 €

39 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL-HAVIKO-120-H84
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 120 cm - dark wood 
decor with white sink
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1200x455x500mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror Cabinet - 1200x450x180mm

Color: Dark wood decor
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Softclose 
drawer system - Cast resin sinks - Lighting above the 
mirror - Pre-assembled side cabinets and washbasin 
furniture.

695 €
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Condition: New
Worth: € 2,995.00

40 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL-HAVIKO-120-H84-WIFT
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 120 cm - dark wood 
decor with white sink
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1200x455x500mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror Cabinet - 1200x450x180mm

Color: Dark wood decor
Equipped with: Wall taps including pop-up drain - Soft close
drawer system - Cast resin sinks - Lighting above the 
mirror - Pre-assembled side cabinets and washbasin 
furniture

Condition: New
Worth: € 3,595,00

795 €

41 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL-HAVIKO-120-H21-WIFT
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 120 cm - wood decor 
with white sink
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1200x455x500mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror Cabinet - 1200x450x180mm

Color: Wood decor
Equipped with: Wall taps including pop-up drain - Soft close
drawer system - Cast resin sinks - Lighting above the 
mirror - Pre-assembled side cabinets and washbasin 
furniture.

Condition: New

795 €
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Worth: € 3,595,00

42 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL-HAVIKO-H084-WIFT
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 140 cm - dark wood 
decor with white sink
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1395x470x500mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror cabinet - 1400x450x180mm

Color: Dark wood decor
Equipped with: Wall taps including pop-up drain - Soft close
drawer system - Cast resin sinks - Lighting above the 
mirror - Pre-assembled side cabinets and washbasin 
furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: € 3,995.00

895 €

43 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL-HAVIKAS-120-WIFT
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 120 cm light wood 
decor
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1200x470x500mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror Cabinet - 1200x450x180mm

Color: Light wood decor
Equipped with: Wall taps including pop-up drain - Soft close
drawer system - Cast resin washbasins - Light spot above 
the mirror - Pre-assembled side cabinets and washbasin 
furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: € 3,595,00

795 €
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45 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: Greno 150 BLACK
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 150 cm - light wood 
decor with black sink
Size:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1500x445x500mm
1 * Washbasin -1500x450x80mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 350x350x1500mm
1 * Mirror - 1500x500mm
Color: Light wood decor
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Soft close 
drawer system - Cast resin sink - Mirror with touchscreen 
LED lighting and anti-fog technology - Pre-assembled side 
cabinets and washbasin furniture.
Condition: New
Worth: €2995

895 €

46 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: Greno 150 GRAY
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 150 cm - light wood 
decor with gray sink
Size:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1500x445x500mm
1 * Washbasin -1500x450x80mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 350x350x1500mm
1 * Mirror - 1500x500mm
Color: Light wood decor
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Soft close 
drawer system - Cast resin sink - Mirror with touchscreen 
LED lighting and anti-fog technology - Pre-assembled side 
cabinets and washbasin furniture.
Condition: New
 Worth: €2995

895 €
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47 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: Greno 150 WHITE
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 150 cm - light wood 
decor with white sink
Size:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1500x445x500mm
1 * Washbasin -1500x450x80mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 350x350x1500mm
1 * Mirror - 1500*500mm
Color: Light wood decor
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Soft close 
drawer system - Cast resin sink - Mirror with touchscreen 
LED lighting and anti-fog technology - Pre-assembled side 
cabinets and washbasin furniture.
Condition: New
Worth: € 2995.00

895 €

48 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BLHAVIKLUX1
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 120 cm - high-gloss 
black with white sink
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1200x455x520mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror Cabinet - 1200x450x180mm

Colour: High gloss black
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Softclose 
drawer system - Cast resin sinks - Lighting above the 
mirror - Pre-assembled side cabinets and washbasin 
furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: € 3.495.00

695 €
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49 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BLHAVIKLUX-1-WIFT
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 120 cm - high-gloss 
black with white sink
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1200x455x520mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror Cabinet - 1200x450x180mm

Colour: High gloss black
Equipped with: Wall taps including pop-up drain - Soft close
drawer system - Cast resin sinks - Lighting above the 
mirror - Pre-assembled side cabinets and washbasin 
furniture

Condition: New
Worth: € 3,395.00

795 €

50 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL-HAVIKLUX2 BLACK
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 120 cm - high-gloss 
white with black sink
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1200x455x520mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror Cabinet - 1200x450x180mm

Colour: High gloss white
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Soft close 
drawer system - black sinks - Lighting above the mirror - 
Pre-assembled side cabinets and washbasin furniture.
Condition: New
Worth: € 3.495.00

795 €
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51 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL-HAVIKLUX-2-WIFT
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 120 cm - high-gloss 
white with white sink
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1200x455x520mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror Cabinet - 1200x450x180mm

Colour: High gloss white
Equipped with: Wall taps including pop-up drain - Soft close
drawer system - Cast resin sinks - Lighting above the 
mirror - Pre-assembled side cabinets and washbasin 
furniture

Condition: New
Worth: € 3,395.00

795 €

52 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL-HAVIKO-H021-WIFT
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 140 cm - wood decor 
with white sink
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1395x470x500mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror cabinet - 1400x450x180mm

Color: Wood decor
Equipped with: Wall taps including pop-up drain - Soft close
drawer system - Cast resin sinks - Lighting above the 
mirror - Pre-assembled side cabinets and washbasin 
furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: € 3,995.00

895 €
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53 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: BL-HAVIKLUX-4-140-WIFT
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 140 cm - high-gloss 
anthracite with white sink
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1395x470x520mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror cabinet - 1395x450x180mm

Colour: High gloss white
Equipped with: Wall taps including pop-up drain - Soft close
drawer system - Cast resin sinks - Lighting above the 
mirror - Pre-assembled side cabinets and washbasin 
furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: € 3,995

895 €

54 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: J-2016B
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 147 cm - high-gloss 
black with white washbasins
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1474x400x507mm
1 * Mirror - approx. 1500x500x60mm
2 * Wash bowls - 420x420x150mm

Colour: High gloss black
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Softclose 
drawer system - Ceramic washbasins - Mirror with 
touchscreen LED lighting and anti-fog technology - Pre-
assembled washbasin furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: €2,695.00

695 €
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55 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: J-2016W
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 147 cm - high-gloss 
white with white washbasins
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1474x400x507mm
2 * Wash bowls - 420x420x150mm
1 * Mirror - approx. 1500x500x60mm

Colour: High gloss white
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Softclose 
drawer system - Ceramic washbasins - Mirror with 
touchscreen LED lighting and anti-fog technology - Pre-
assembled washbasin furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: €2,695.00

695 €

56 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: J-2075-120W
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 114 cm - high-gloss 
white with white washbasins
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1140x400x507mm
2 * Wash bowls - 420x420x150mm
1 * Mirror - approx. 1200x500x60mm

Colour: High gloss white
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Softclose 
drawer system - Ceramic washbasins - Mirror with 
touchscreen LED lighting and anti-fog technology - Pre-
assembled washbasin furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: €2,195.00

595 €
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57 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: J-2075-120B
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 114 cm - high-gloss 
black with white washbasins
Size: 2-person set
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1140x400x507mm
2 * Wash bowls - 420x420x150mm
1 * Mirror - approx. 1200x500mm

Colour: High gloss black
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Softclose 
drawer system - Ceramic washbasins - Mirror with 
touchscreen LED lighting and anti-fog technology - Pre-
assembled washbasin furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: €2,195.00

595 €

58 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: J-2075-120-ANT
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 114 cm - high-gloss 
anthracite with white washbasins
Size: 2-person set
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1140x400x507mm
2 * Wash bowls - 420x420x150mm
1 * Mirror - approx. 1200x500x60mm

Colour: High gloss anthracite
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Soft close 
drawer system - Ceramic wash bowls - Mirror with 
touchscreen LED lighting and anti-fog technology - Pre-
assembled washbasin furniture

Condition: New
Worth: €2,195.00

595 €
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63 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato Product name: Bathroom furniture
Type: MBY-2018W
Model: 2-piece -
Size: 2-piece set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1500x550x550mm
1 * mirror cabinet - approx. 1500x600mm

Colour: White-Wood
Equipped with: Stainless steel wall taps including pop-up 
drain - mirror cabinet with touchscreen LED lighting and 
anti-fog technology - Pre-assembled washbasin furniture. 
Material : Marble and melamine

Condition: New
Worth: € 3,295

795 €

66 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: MBY-2020
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 150 cm white wood 
decor with marble sink
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1500x550x450mm
1 * Mirror cabinet - approx. 1500x600mm

Color: White wood decor
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Quartz 
scratch resistant - Mirror cabinet with touchscreen LED 
lighting and anti-fog technology - Pre-assembled 
washbasin furniture

Condition: New
Worth: € 2,995

795 €

67 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: MBY-2020W

895 €
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Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 150 cm white wood 
decor with marble sink
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1500x550x450mm
1 * Mirror cabinet - approx. 1500x600mm

Color: White wood decor
Equipped with: Wall taps including pop-up drain - Quartz 
scratch resistant - Mirror cabinet with touchscreen LED 
lighting and anti-fog technology - Pre-assembled 
washbasin furniture

Condition: New
Worth: € 3,295

68 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: MILANO LUX 150 BLACK
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 150 cm - taupe with 
black sink
Size:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1500x445x500mm
1 * Washbasin -1500x450x80mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 350x350x1500mm
1 * Mirror - 1500x500mm
Color: Taupe
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Soft close 
drawer system - Cast resin sink - Mirror with touchscreen 
LED lighting and anti-fog technology - Pre-assembled side 
cabinets and washbasin furniture.
Condition: New
Worth: € 3295.00

895 €

69 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: Milano Lux 150 GRAY
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 150 cm - taupe with 
gray sink
Size:

895 €
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1 * Washbasin furniture - 1500x445x500mm
1 * Washbasin -1500x450x80mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 350x350x1500mm
1 * Mirror - 1500x500mm
Color: Taupe
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Soft close 
drawer system - Cast resin sink - Mirror with touchscreen 
LED lighting and anti-fog technology - Pre-assembled side 
cabinets and washbasin furniture.
Condition: New
Worth: € 3295.00

70 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: Milano Lux 150 WHITE
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 150 cm - taupe with 
white sink
Size:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1500x445x500mm
1 * Washbasin -1500x450x80mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 350x350x1500mm
1 * Mirror - 1500x500mm
Color: Taupe
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Soft close 
drawer system - Cast resin sink - Mirror with touchscreen 
LED lighting and anti-fog technology - Pre-assembled side 
cabinets and washbasin furniture.
Condition: New
Worth: € 3295.00

895 €

71 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: Toran 150 Black
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture
Dimensions:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1500*445*440mm
1 * Sink -1500*450mm
2 * Side box - 350*350*1500mm
1 * Mirror - 1500*500mm

895 €
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Color: White with black sink
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Soft close 
drawer system - Cast resin sink - Mirror - Pre-assembled 
side cabinets and washbasin furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: € 2.895.00

72 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: Toran 150 Grey
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture
Dimensions:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1500*445*440mm
1 * Sink -1500*450mm
2 * Side box - 350*350*1500mm
1 * Mirror - 1500*500mm

Color: White with gray sink
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Soft close 
drawer system - Cast resin sink - Mirror - Pre-assembled 
side cabinets and washbasin furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: € 2.895.00

895 €

73 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: Toran 150 White
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture
Dimensions:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1500*445*440mm
1 * Sink -1500*450mm
2 * Side box - 350*350*1500mm
1 * Mirror - 1500*500mm

895 €
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Color: White with white sink
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Soft close 
drawer system - Cast resin sink - Mirror - Pre-assembled 
side cabinets and washbasin furniture.

Condition: New
Worth: € 2.895.00

74 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: VK
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: vk01
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 120 cm dark wood 
decor
Size: 3-piece set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1200x470x540mm
1 * Side box - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror - 1200x500x60mm

Color: Dark wood decor
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Soft close 
drawer system - Cast resin sinks - Mirror with touchscreen 
LED lighting and anti-fog technology - Pre-assembled side 
cabinet and washbasin furniture.

Condition: New with slightly damaged rear side case. (not 
in sight, see photos)
Worth: € 2,795.00

395 €

75 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: VK
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: VK02
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 120 cm natural wood 
decor
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1200x470x500mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror Cabinet - 1200x450x180mm

395 €
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Color: Natural wood decor
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Softclose 
drawer system - Cast resin sinks - Pre-assembled side 
cabinets and washbasin furniture.

Condition: New with slightly damaged rear side cabinets 
(not visible, see photos).
Worth: € 2,795.00

76 bathroom furniture
Quantity: 1
Brand: VK
Product Name: Bathroom Furniture
Type: VK03
Model: 2-person bathroom furniture 145 cm light - wood 
decor
Dimensions: 2-person set:
1 * Washbasin furniture - 1450x480x500mm
2 * Side Cabinets - 1500x350x350mm
1 * Mirror cabinet - 1400x450x180mm

Color: Light wood decor
Equipped with: Taps including pop-up drain - Softclose 
drawer system - Cast resin sinks - Pre-assembled side 
cabinets and washbasin furniture.

Condition: New with slightly damaged rear side cabinets. 
(not in sight, see photos)
Worth: € 2,795.00

485 €

77 Gas BBQ - 3 Burners
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Gas Barbecue
Type: JF003
Model: Stainless steel gas barbecue - 3 burners
Color: Matt brushed stainless steel - High-gloss details 
(silver-coloured)
Dimension: 1305x550x1200mm
Weight: 51 kg.
Equipped with: 3 main burners and 1 side burner - Steel 
grids with warming rack and drip tray - Electric ignition - Lid
with thermometer - Mobile.

335 €
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Condition: New
Worth: €1,195.00

80 Gas BBQ - 6 Burners
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Gas Barbecue
Type: JF006
Model: Stainless steel gas barbecue - 6 burners
Color: Matt brushed stainless steel - High-gloss details 
(silver-coloured)
Dimension: 1120x780x530mm
Weight: 69 kg.
Equipped with: 6 main burners and 1 side burner - Steel 
grids with warming rack and drip tray - Electric ignition - Lid
with thermometer - Mobile.

Condition: New
Worth: €1,795.00

495 €

81 Gas barbecue incl. LED - 3 burners
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Gas Barbecue
Type: JF003 LED
Model: Stainless steel gas barbecue - 3 burners
Color: Matt brushed stainless steel - High-gloss details 
(silver-coloured)
Dimension: 1305x550x1200mm
Weight: 51 kg.
Equipped with: LED lighting - 3 main burners and 1 side 
burner - Steel grids with warming rack and drip tray - 
Electric ignition - Lid with thermometer - Mobile - Two 
doors.

Condition: New
Worth: € 1,195,-

335 €
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82 Gas barbecue incl. LED - 4 burners
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Gas Barbecue
Type: JF004 LED
Model: Stainless steel gas barbecue - 4 burners
Color: Matt brushed stainless steel - High-gloss details 
(silver-coloured)
Dimension: 1495x550x1200mm
Weight: 53 kg.
Equipped with: LED lighting - 4 Main burners and 1 side 
burner - Steel grids with warming rack and drip tray - 
Electric ignition - Lid with thermometer - Mobile - Two 
doors.

Condition: New
Worth: €1,395.00

375 €

83 Gas barbecue incl. LED - 5 burners
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Gas Barbecue
Type: JF005 LED
Model: Stainless steel gas barbecue - 5 burners
Color: Matt brushed stainless steel - High-gloss details 
(silver-coloured)
Dimension: 1660x550x1200mm
Weight: 67 kg.
Equipped with: LED lighting - 5 Main burners and 1 side 
burner - Steel grids with warming rack and drip tray - 
Electric ignition - Lid with thermometer - Mobile - Two 
doors.

Condition: New
Worth: €1,595.00

435 €

84 Gas barbecue incl. LED - 6 burners
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Gas Barbecue
Type: JF006 LED

495 €
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Model: Stainless steel gas barbecue - 6 burners
Color: Matt brushed stainless steel - High-gloss details 
(silver-coloured)
Dimension: 1750x550x1200mm
Weight: 69 kg.
Equipped with: LED lighting - 6 Main burners and 1 side 
burner - Steel grids with warming rack and drip tray - 
Electric ignition - Lid with thermometer - Mobile - Two 
doors.

Condition: New
Worth: €1,795.00

85 Gas barbecue outdoor kitchen - 4 burners
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Gas Barbecue
Type: JS-K004
Model: Stainless steel gas barbecue - 4 main burners
Color: Matt brushed stainless steel - High-gloss details 
(silver-coloured)
Dimension: 2410x550x1200mm
Weight: 69 kg.
Equipped with: 4 main burners, 1 side burner - Sink with tap
- Cast iron grids with warming rack and drip tray - LED 
lighting - Electric ignition - Lid with thermometer - Mobile.

Condition: New
Worth: €2,495.00

895 €

86 shower cubicle
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Shower Cabin
Type: ZS7198
Model: Shower cabin 90x90 cm
Dimension: 900x900x2000mm
Equipped with: 6 mm coated safety glass, incl. mounting 
material

Condition: New
Worth: €995.00

295 €
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87 Shower cubicle - hemisphere
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Shower Cabin
Type: D73
Dimensions: approx. 900x900x1800mm.
Model: Shower cabin hemisphere
Equipped with: Aluminum profiles in a polished chrome 
finish - 6 mm tempered glass - This cabin has no shower 
tray and is therefore easy to install.
Packaging: approx. 1830x49x10cm

Condition: New
Worth: € 645.00

265 €

88 Shower cubicle - rectangular
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Shower Cabin
Type: D75-100
Dimension: 1000x800x1800mm
Color: Silver
Fixing material: Included
Frame: Aluminum
Product description: Rectangular model with a sliding door 
and can be placed both left and right - 6mm tempered glass
- This model has no shower tray and is therefore easy to 
install - Total weight approx. 48Kg.

Condition: New
Worth: € 895.00

295 €

89 Shower cabin with sliding door
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Shower Cabin
Type: LR120085-100
Model: Rectangular with sliding door
Colour: Stainless steel Silver colored frame
Dimension: 1000x800x2000mm
Description: Black border at the bottom - two-door 

295 €
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opening with sliding door

Condition: New
Worth: € 895.00

90 Shower cabin with sliding door
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Shower Cabin
Type: LR120085-120
Model: Rectangular with sliding door
Colour: Stainless steel Silver colored frame
Dimension: 1200x800x2000mm
Description: Black border at the bottom - two-door 
opening with sliding door

Condition: New
Worth: €995.00

325 €

91 Shower cabin with sliding doors
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Shower Cabin
Type: LR092-100
Model: Semicircular with sliding door
Colour: Stainless steel Silver colored frame, white shower 
tray
Dimension: 1000x1000x19500mm
Description: Shower tray is approx. 15 cm high - Door 
opening with 2 sliding doors

Condition: New
Worth: € 945.00

325 €

92 Shower cubicle - rectangular
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Shower Cabin
Type: ZS7201
Model: Shower cubicle rectangular

295 €
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Dimension: 1200x800x2000mm
Material: Aluminum
Color: Silver
Fixing material: Included
Equipped with: 6 mm coated safety glass - Black bottom 
strip - Stainless steel handle

Condition: New
Worth: €1,095.00

93 Shower cabin with sliding door
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Shower Cabin
Type: LR120085-100-TRAY
Model: Rectangular with sliding door
Dimension: 1000x800x2000mm
Colour: Stainless steel Silver colored frame with black 
shower tray.

Condition: New
Worth: €995.00

325 €

94 Shower cabin hemisphere
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Shower Cabin
Type: 704A-01
Model: Shower cabin - hemisphere
Dimension: 900x900x2150mm
Water jets: 6 water jets provide a pleasant back massage.
Equipped with: Rain shower - Hand shower - Control panel 
- LED lighting (12 pieces) - Sliding doors with roller 
mechanism and closing strips - Toughened safety glass.

Condition: New
Worth: €1,995.00

695 €
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95 Shower cubicle - rectangular
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Shower Cabin
Type: D75-120
Model: Shower cabin rectangular 120x80cm
Dimension: 1200x800x1800mm
Color: Silver
Product description: Rectangular model with sliding door, 
can be placed on the left or right - This model has no 
shower tray and is therefore easy to install.
Equipped with: 6 mm tempered glass

Condition: New
Worth: €895

295 €

96 shower panel
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Shower Panel
Type: ST903
Model: Brushed stainless steel
Dimensions: Length: 1450mm - Width: 200mm
Equipped with: 3 * LED lighting in each of the nozzle panels 
(24 pieces) - Rain shower equipped with 24 separate small 
nozzles - 2 Massage panels each with 24 massage nozzles -
Thermostatic mixer tap - Easy installation due to two 
supplied brackets and connection hoses.

Condition: New
Worth: €875.00

245 €

97 dining set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Dining set
Type: EVEN1030
Model: 7-piece
Color: Brown wicker with gray cushions
Dimension: 7-piece set:
6 * chair - 750x600x910mm
1 * Dining Table - 1800x900x740mm

695 €
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Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-resistant cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork - Table has a clear glass table top 
made of toughened safety glass.

Condition: New
Worth: € 2,795.00

98 dining set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Dining set
Type: 20060-GREY
Model: 9-piece
Color: Light brown wicker with anthracite cushions
Size: 9-piece set:
4 * Loose armchairs - 930x600x600mm
4 * Footstools - 450x450x360mm
1 * Coffee table - 1250x1250x750mm - Clear glass table 
top

Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork - Toughened safety glass - table top 
has space to place a parasol - Hockers can be folded open 
for extra storage space - Entire set can be slid under the 
table to save space.

Condition: New
Worth: € 2,595,00

795 €

99 dining set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Dining set
Type: 20060-BROWN
Model: 9-piece
Color: Brown wicker with light gray cushions
Size: 9-piece set:
4 * Loose armchairs - 930x600x600mm
4 * Footstools - 450x450x360mm

795 €
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1 * Coffee table - 1250x1250x750mm - Clear glass table 
top

Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork - Toughened safety glass - table top 
has space to place a parasol - Hockers can be folded open 
for extra storage space - Entire set can be slid under the 
table to save space.

Condition: New
Worth: € 2,595,00

100 dining set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Dining set
Type: 20060-BLACK
Model: 9-piece
Color: Black wicker with light gray cushions
Size: 9-piece set:
4 * Loose armchairs - 930x600x600mm
4 * Footstools - 450x450x360mm
1 * Coffee table - 1250x1250x750mm - Clear glass table 
top

Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork - Toughened safety glass - table top 
has space to place a parasol - Hockers can be folded open 
for extra storage space - Entire set can be slid under the 
table to save space.

Condition: New
Worth: € 2,595,00

795 €

101 dining set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Dining set
Type: EVEN1030-WHITE

695 €
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Model: 7-piece
Color: White wicker with gray cushions
Dimension: 7-piece set:
6 * chair - 610x680x920mm
1 * Dining Table - 1800x900x760mm

Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-resistant cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork - Table has a clear glass table top 
made of toughened safety glass.

Condition: New
Worth: € 2,795.00

102 dining set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Dining set
Type: LANDFORD BROWN
Model: 11-piece
Color: Light brown wicker with light gray cushions
Size: 11-piece set:
6 * Loose armchairs - 600x600x870mm
4 * Footstools - 600x600x360mm
1 * Coffee table - 2000x1250x750mm - Clear glass table 
top

Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Cover - Water-repellent cushions - 
weather-resistant wickerwork - Tempered safety glass - 
table top has space to place a parasol -

Condition: New
Worth: € 2,995.00

1.295 €

103 dining set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Dining set
Type: ESR-20120
Model: 11-piece

895 €
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Color: Black wicker with Sand colored cushions
Size: 11-piece set:
6 * Loose armchairs - 600x600x870mm
4 * Footstools - 600x600x360mm
1 * Coffee table - 2000x1250x750mm - Clear glass table 
top

Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork - Toughened safety glass - table top 
has space to place a parasol

Condition: New
Worth: € 2,995.00

104 Electric heater - Dimplex EWT Leather
Quantity: 1
Brand: Dimplex
Model: EWT Leather Electric Fireplace
Type: LEATHER
Colour black
Dimension: 780 x 625 x 184 mm
Power: 2 KW
Fire view Front
Equipped with: Heating function, remote control, 
decoration Carrera stones, opti-flame, LED, finished with 
leather

Worth: € 339,-
Condition: New

145 €

107 lounge set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: 20180403-2
Model: 3-piece
Color: Light brown with gray cushions
Size: 3-piece set:
Two-seater sofa: 134x72x64cm
Three-seater sofa: 208x72x64cm
Hocker: 64x64x31cm

495 €
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Condition: New
Worth: €1495.00

108 lounge set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: ESR15023-WHITE-BLUE
Model: 12-piece
Color: White wicker with dark blue cushions
Size: 12-piece set:
2 * Loose armchairs - 940x820x670mm
2 * Middle part - 700x820x670mm
2 * Two-seater with armrest - 1520x820x670mm
1 * Corner Part - 820x820x670mm
3 * Footstools - 700x700x300mm
1 * Coffee table - 940x640x350mm - Clear glass table top 
5mm
1 * Side table - 400x400x600mm - Clear glass table top 
5mm
Cushions - 100mm thick

Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork

Condition: New
Worth: € 4,595.00

1.295 €

109 lounge set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: ESR9487
Model: 8-piece
Color: Dark brown wicker with light gray cushions
Size: 8-piece set:
3 * Middle part - 1000x1000x700mm
2 * Corner sofa with armrest - 1200x1000x700mm
1 * Corner Part - 1000x1000x700mm
1 * Hocker - 1200x1000x440mm

1.295 €
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1 * Coffee table - 1000x1000x340mm - Clear glass table 
top

Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions (seat cushions 
are 12 cm thick and the back cushions are 10 cm thick) - 
weather-resistant wickerwork.

Condition: New
Worth: € 4,595.00

110 lounge set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: ESR17074
Model: 8-piece
Color: Brown wicker with gray cushions
Size: 8-piece set:
2 * Corner sofa with armrest - 800x800x630mm
1 * Corner Part - 800x800x630mm
3 * Middle Part - 800x800x630mm
1 * Loose armchair - 800x800x630mm
1 * Coffee table - 800x800x300mm - Clear glass table top

Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork

Condition: New
Worth: € 3,750.00

1.195 €

111 lounge set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: ESR15023-BLACK-SANDY
Model: 12-piece
Color: Black wicker with sand colored cushions
Size: 12-piece set:
2 * Loose armchairs - 940x820x670mm

1.295 €
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2 * Middle part - 700x820x670mm
2 * Two-seater with armrest - 1520x820x670mm
1 * Corner Part - 820x820x670mm
3 * Footstools - 700x700x300mm
1 * Coffee table - 940x640x350mm - Clear glass table top 
5mm
1 * Side table - 400x400x600mm - Clear glass table top 
5mm
Cushions - 100mm thick

Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork

Condition: New
Worth: € 4,595.00

112 lounge set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: ESR15023-BROWN-BLUE
Model: 12-piece
Color: Dark brown wicker with navy blue cushions
Size: 12-piece set:
2 * Loose armchairs - 940x820x670mm
2 * Middle part - 700x820x670mm
2 * Two-seater with armrest - 1520x820x670mm
1 * Corner Part - 820x820x670mm
3 * Footstools - 700x700x300mm
1 * Coffee table - 940x640x350mm - Clear glass table top 
5mm
1 * Side table - 400x400x600mm - Clear glass table top 
5mm
Cushions - 100mm thick

Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-resistant cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork. The blue legs shown are protective 
film. Legs are silver colored.

Condition: New

1.295 €
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Worth: € 4,595.00

113 sunbed set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Daybed
Type: 180140 WHITE
Model: 3-piece
Color: White wicker with sand colored cushions
Size: 3-piece set:
2 * Lounger - 210x760x300mm
1 * Side table - 400x400x400mm

Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork

Condition: New
Worth: €1,725.00

395 €

114 sunbed set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Daybed
Type: 180140 WHITE
Model: 3-piece
Color: White wicker with sand colored cushions
Size: 3-piece set:
2 * Lounger - 210x760x300mm
1 * Side table - 400x400x400mm

Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork

Condition: New
Worth: €1,725.00

395 €
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115 sunbed set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Daybed
Type: 180140 BROWN
Model: 3-piece
Color: Brown wicker with gray colored cushions
Size: 3-piece set:
2 * Lounger - 210x760x300mm
1 * Side table - 400x400x400mm

Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork

Condition: New
Worth: €1,725.00

395 €

116 sunbed set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Daybed
Type: 180140 BROWN
Model: 3-piece
Color: Brown wicker with gray colored cushions
Size: 3-piece set:
2 * Lounger - 210x760x300mm
1 * Side table - 400x400x400mm

Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork

Condition: New
Worth: €1,725.00

395 €

117 lounge set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: 180364

495 €
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Model: 5-piece
Color: Brown wicker with sand colored cushions
Size: 5-piece set:
2 * Loose armchairs - 760x760x1150mm
1 * Love seat - 1360x760x1150mm
1 * Coffee table - 1000x600x400mm - Clear glass table top
1 * Side Table - 450x450x700mm

Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork

Condition: New
Worth: € 2,095.00

119 lounge set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: 3002-BL/WH
Model: 8-piece
Color: Black wicker with sand colored cushions
Size: 8-piece set:
1 * Loose armchair - 930x820x670mm
2 * Middle part - 700x820x670mm
2 * Two-seater with armrest - 1520x820x670mm
1 * Corner Part - 820x820x670mm
1 * Coffee table - 940x650x350mm - Clear glass table top 
5mm
1 * Side table - 390x390x600mm - Clear glass table top 
5mm
Cushions - 100mm thick

Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork

Condition: New
Worth: € 3,295.00

995 €
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121 lounge set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: 20180403-4
Model: 4-piece
Color: Dark gray with gray cushions
Size: 4-piece set:
1 * Two-seater sofa: 152x65x66cm
2 * Chairs: 70x62x67cm
1 * Coffee Table: 118x64x44cm

Condition: New
Worth: € 2,379.00

595 €

122 Whirlpool massage bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Massage Bath
Type: IR1902B
Model: Semi-detached
Size: 1900x900x670mm
Colour: High gloss black
Water jets: 6 large water jets and 16 air bubble jets.
Equipped with: Galvanized steel frame with adjustable legs 
- Water and air pump - LED lighting (7 pieces) - Pop-up 
drain - Hand shower - Chrome-plated stainless steel Tap - 
Control display for the underwater lighting and the water 
and air pump.

Condition: New
Worth: € 4.195.00

1.295 €

124 Whirlpool massage bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Massage Bath
Type: RT1809R
Model: Right-hand setup
Dimension: 1800x1200x610mm
Colour: High gloss white
Waterjets: 6 Large and 8 small waterjets - 8 Airbubble jets.
Equipped with: Heater, Ozone generator, Thermostatic 

1.395 €
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tap, Galvanized steel frame with adjustable legs - 2 Pillows 
- LED lighting (7 pieces) - Hand shower - Air and water 
pump (can be controlled via the Control Panel) - Tap - Pop-
up drain.
Special features: Two side skirts can be easily removed so 
that the bath can be built in.

Condition: New
Worth: € 4,695.00

125 Whirlpool massage bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Whirlpool Massage Bathtub
Type: LF3816-170
Model: 2 person corner bath
Colour White
Dimension: 1700x1700x620mm
Water jets: 12 whirlpool jets - 8 Airbubble jets.
Power: 220-240V, 50/60HZ
Equipped with: Stainless steel frame - Heater - 8 pcs 
outside lighting - Ozone disinfection - FM radio - Control 
panel - 2 speakers - Waterfall - Overflow protection - 
Thermostatic tap - Hand shower - 2 Pillows

Condition: New
Worth: € 3,795.00

995 €

126 Whirlpool massage bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Massage Bath
Type: 1501white
Model: Corner bath
Dimension: 1520x1520x620mm
Colour: High gloss white
Water jets: 4 Large and 8 small water jets - 2 Accupuncture 
jets - 16 Airbubble jets.
Equipped with: Galvanized steel frame - Air and water 
pump - Heater - Thermostatic tap - Waterfall tap - Hand 
shower - Water circulation - 2 Pillows - 2 Speakers - LED 
lighting on the side skirt (7 pieces) - Underwater LED 
lighting (7 pieces) - Ozone generator - Control Panel.

1.395 €
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Condition: New
Worth:€4,295.00

127 Whirlpool massage bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Massage Bath
Type: LF1897NEW
Model: Semi-detached
Dimension: 1800x900x680mm
Colour: High gloss white
Waterjets: 4 large, 4 medium and 6 small waterjets.
Equipped with: See-through window - Thermostatic mixer 
tap - Hand shower - Two pillows - Water pump - Adjustable
feet that are easy to adjust in height.

Condition: New
Worth: € 3,750.00

995 €

128 Whirlpool massage bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Massage Bath
Type: RT1902
Model: Semi-detached
Size: 1900x900x600mm
Colour: High gloss white
Water jets: 6 large water jets and 16 air bubble jets
Equipped with: Galvanized steel frame - Water pump - 
Water regulator and circulation - Hand shower - Waterfall 
faucet - Computer panel - LED lighting (7 pieces). Heater, 
Ozone generator, Thermostatic valve

Condition: New
Worth: €4,295.00

1.395 €

129 Whirlpool massage bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Massage Bath
Type: IR1902
Model: Semi-detached

1.395 €
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Size: 1900x900x670mm
Colour: High Gloss Black
Water jets: 6 large water jets, 8 small jets, and 16 air bubble 
jets
Equipped with: Heater, Ozone, thermostatic valves, 
Galvanized steel frame with adjustable legs - Water and air 
pump - LED lighting (7 pieces) - Pop-up drain - Hand 
shower - Tap - Control display for the underwater lighting 
and the water and air pump

Condition: New
Worth: € 4.195.00

130 Whirlpool massage bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Massage Bath
Type: IR1902NEW
Model: Semi-detached
Size: 1900x900x670mm
Colour: High gloss white
Water jets: 6 large water jets and 16 air bubble jets
Equipped with: Galvanized steel frame with adjustable legs 
- Water and air pump - LED lighting (7 pieces) - Pop-up 
drain - Hand shower - Tap - Control display for the 
underwater lighting and the water and air pump -

Condition: New
Worth: € 4.195.00

1.495 €

131 Whirlpool massage bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Whirlpool Massage Bathtub
Type: LF3816-150
Model: 2 person corner bath
Colour White
Dimension: 1500x1500x620mm
Water jets: 12 whirlpool jets - 8 Airbubble jets.
Power: 220-240V, 50/60HZ
Equipped with: Stainless steel frame - Heater - 8 pcs 
outside lighting - Ozone disinfection - FM radio - Control 
panel - 2 speakers - Waterfall - Overflow protection - 

1.195 €
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Thermostatic tap - Hand shower - 2 Pillows

Condition: New
Worth: €3,450,00

132 Whirlpool massage bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Whirlpool Massage Bathtub
Type: LFLF3816B-150
Model: 2 person corner bath
Colour black
Dimension: 1500x1500x620mm
Water jets: 12 whirlpool jets - 8 Airbubble jets.
Power: 220-240V, 50/60HZ
Equipped with: Stainless steel frame - Heater - 8 pcs 
outside lighting - Ozone disinfection - FM radio - Control 
panel - 2 speakers - Waterfall - Overflow protection - 
Thermostatic tap - Hand shower - 2 Pillows

Condition: New
Worth:€3,450,00

1.295 €

133 Whirlpool massage bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Whirlpool Massage Bathtub
Type: LM048
Model: 2 person semi-detached
Colour White
Dimension: 1800x750x660mm
Water jets: 8 whirlpool jets - 8 Airbubble jets.
Power: 220-240V, 50/60HZ
Equipped with: Stainless steel frame - Heater - Ozone 
disinfection - FM radio - Control panel - 2 speakers - 
Waterfall - Thermostatic tap - Hand shower - 2 Pillows

Condition: New
Worth: € 3,750.00

1.095 €
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134 Whirlpool massage bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Massage Bath
Type: NR1701
Model: Corner bath
Dimension: 1725x1725x780mm
Colour: High gloss white
Waterjets: 4 large and 8 normal waterjets - 16 airbubble 
jets
Equipped with: Galvanized steel frame - Faucet - Hand 
shower -

Condition: New
Worth: € 4,695.00

1.495 €

136 Whirlpool massage bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Massage Bath
Type: RT1603.T.2
Model: 2-Sided
Dimension: 1600x800x550mm
Colour: High gloss white
Waterjets: 2 large and 8 small waterjets
Equipped with: Galvanized steel frame - Water pump (0.73 
kW) - Air switch (on/off) - Hand shower - 2 Pillows - Tap - 
Water regulator - Underwater LED lighting - heater - ozone
generator - thermostatic valve

Condition: New
Worth: € 3,295.00

1.395 €

137 Whirlpool massage bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Massage Bath
Type: RT1802.1BM.OB
Model: Semi-detached
Dimension: 1830x900x720mm
Colour: High gloss white
Water jets: 4 large water jets and 16 air bubble jets.
Equipped with: Galvanized steel frame - Computer panel - 

1.395 €
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Hand shower - 2 Pillows - LED lighting (7 pieces) - Air pump 
- Chrome plated stainless steel Faucet / waterfall. Heater, 
Ozone, Thermostatic valve

Condition: New
Worth: €4,295.00

138 mixer tap
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Mixer Tap
Type: NH-99165A
Model: Setup

Condition: New
Worth: € 135.00

30 €

139 mixer tap
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Mixer Tap
Type: FC26
Model: Built-in
Details: The built-in tap has a length of approx. 170mm 
from the wall - Total length (including threaded interior) 
approx. 210mm - Equipped with copper connection - The 
cast resin cartridge retains its functionality over 500,000 
movements.

Condition: New
Worth: €295.00

70 €

140 3-in-1 boiling water tap
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Boiling water tap
Type: P2312AF
Model: 3-in-1
Equipped with: 3-in-1 tap for hot, cold and boiling water - 
Close-in Boiler for instant boiling water - Child protection 
for the boiling water position - The curved tap is equipped 
with Cool Touch due to the excellent insulation - Boiler has 
a capacity of approximately 2.3 liters (good for 70 cups of 

395 €
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hot water per hour) - Water filter kit - Two-part operation -
The consumption in standby mode is approximately 10 
cents per day.

Condition: New
Worth: € 1270.00

141 Mixer tap - rotatable and removable
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Mixer Tap
Type: 82H07
Model: Rotatable and removable
Details: This wash and kitchen tap has a height of 615mm 
and a spout of 150mm - Freely rotatable and removable.

Condition: New
Worth: € 465.00

125 €

142 Freestanding bath faucet with shower panel
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Bathtub Faucet
Type: TAP2
Model: Freestanding
Equipped with: Mixer tap with shower - Shower head, easy 
to operate with one hand - Copper interior - Mixer tap, 
finished with polished chrome.

Condition: New
Worth: €695.00

180 €

143 Built-in shower combination
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Shower Combination
Type: 86H43-CHR
Model: Built-in
Equipped with: Copper interior - Rain shower with pressure
balance pattern in the shower head for equal discharge of 
water - Stainless steel Hand shower.

Condition: New

130 €
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Worth: € 525.00

144 mixer tap
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Mixer Tap
Type: 81H19
Model: Setup
Equipped with: Copper interior.

Condition: New
Worth: € 255.00

60 €

145 Stylish mixer tap
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Mixer Tap
Type: 84H02
Model: Setup
Equipped with: Copper interior - Glass outlet.

Condition: New
Worth: €495.00

55 €

146 Mixer set
Quantity: 2
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Mixer Tap
Type: 81H19SET
Model: Setup
Equipped with: Copper interior.

Condition: New
Worth: € 255.00

130 €

147 Stylish mixer tap set
Quantity: 2
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Mixer Tap Set
Type: 84H02SET
Model: Setup
Equipped with: Copper interior.

130 €
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Condition: New
Worth: €495.00

148 Built-in rain shower set
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Rain shower set
Type: 86H26-CHR
Model: Built-in
Equipped with: Copper interior - Rain shower with pressure
balance pattern in the shower head for even water flow - 
Hand shower - Mixer tap.

Condition: New
Worth: €695.00

195 €

149 mixer tap
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Mixer Tap
Type: NH-99165B
Model: Setup
Details: The tap is 17.5 cm high and the spout of the nozzle 
is 9 cm.
Condition: New
Worth: € 135.00

35 €

150 Mixer tap set
Quantity: 2
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Mixer Tap Set
Type: NH-99165ASET
Model: Setup

Condition: New
Worth: €270.00

55 €

151 Mixer tap with LED lighting
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Mixer Tap
Dimensions: Height 180 mm, width 100 mm, depth 150 
mm

75 €
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Type: BLG-F-2013
Model: Setup
Details: The square basin tap has lighting in three different 
colors (red, blue and green). The tap has hot and cold water
and is well insulated.

Condition: New
Worth: € 135.00

152 mixer tap
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Mixer Tap
Type: BLG-F-2018
Model: Setup
Details: Square basin tap, chrome plated. The tap has been 
machined and manually polished several times for a 
smooth finish. The tap also has good insulation.

Condition: New
Worth: € 155.00

75 €

153 mixer tap
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Mixer Tap
Type: NH-99165A-Long
Model: Setup
Details: The tap is 30 cm high and the spout of the nozzle is 
9 cm.

Condition: New
Worth: € 195.00

55 €

154 mixer tap
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Mixer Tap
Type: F-016
Model: Setup
Details: The tap is 17.5 cm high and the spout of the nozzle 
is 9 cm.
Condition: New

45 €
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Worth: € 135.00

155 mixer tap
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Mixer Tap
Type: FC26B
Model: Built-in
Details: The built-in tap has a length of approx. 170mm 
from the wall - Total length (including threaded interior) 
approx. 210mm - Equipped with copper connection - The 
cast resin cartridge retains its functionality over 500,000 
movements.

Condition: New
Worth: €295.00

75 €

156 Mixer tap set
Quantity: 2
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Mixer tap black set
Type: FC26BSET
Model: Built-in
Special features: Set of two mixer taps. The built-in tap has
a length of approx. 170mm from the wall - Total length 
(including threaded interior) approx. 210mm - Equipped 
with copper connection - The Cast resin cartridge retains 
its functionality over 500,000 movements.

Condition: New
Worth: €590.00

140 €

157 mixer tap
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Mixer Tap
Type: FC-26-COPPER
Model: Built-in
Details: The built-in tap has a length of approx. 170mm 
from the wall - Total length (including threaded interior) 
approx. 210mm - Equipped with copper connection - The 
cast resin cartridge retains its functionality over 500,000 
movements.

75 €
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Condition: New
Worth: €295.00

158 Mixer tap set
Quantity: 2
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Mixer tap copper set
Type: FC26CSET
Model: Built-in
Special features: Set of two mixer taps. The built-in tap has
a length of approx. 170mm from the wall - Total length 
(including threaded interior) approx. 210mm - Equipped 
with copper connection - The Cast resin cartridge retains 
its functionality over 500,000 movements.

Condition: New
Worth: €295.00

160 €

159 mixer tap
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Mixer Tap
Type: FC-026-GOLD
Model: Built-in
Details: The built-in tap has a length of approx. 170mm 
from the wall - Total length (including threaded interior) 
approx. 210mm - Equipped with copper connection - The 
cast resin cartridge retains its functionality over 500,000 
movements.

Condition: New
Worth: €295.00

75 €

161 Mixer tap set
Quantity: 2
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Mixer Tap Set
Type: FC26SET
Model: Built-in
Special features: Set of two mixer taps. The built-in tap has
a length of approx. 170mm from the wall - Total length 
(including threaded interior) approx. 210mm - Equipped 

140 €
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with copper connection - The Cast resin cartridge retains 
its functionality over 500,000 movements.

Condition: New
Worth: €590.00

162 mixer tap
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Mixer Tap
Type: FC-026-WHITE
Model: Built-in
Details: The built-in tap has a length of approx. 170mm 
from the wall - Total length (including threaded interior) 
approx. 210mm - Equipped with copper connection - The 
cast resin cartridge retains its functionality over 500,000 
movements.

Condition: New
Worth: €295.00

75 €

163 Mixer tap set
Quantity: 2
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Mixer tap white set
Type: FC26WSET
Model: Built-in
Special features: Set of two mixer taps. The built-in tap has
a length of approx. 170mm from the wall - Total length 
(including threaded interior) approx. 210mm - Equipped 
with copper connection - The Cast resin cartridge retains 
its functionality over 500,000 movements.

Condition: New
Worth: €295.00

160 €

164 Luxury massage chair Zero Gravity
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Massage Chair
Type: MAS-B5
Model: Zero Gravity
Weight: 97 kg.

1.295 €
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Dimension: 1 Carton: 1280x780x1140mm
Upholstery: High quality leather
Power: AC 100-240V - 150w
Equipped with: Massage rollers - Shiatsua with different 
massage modes - Adjustable in speed and intensity - 
Heating - Bluetooth integration with built-in boxes - 
Vibration - Remote control.

Condition: New
Worth: € 3,850.00

165 Luxury massage chair Zero Gravity
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Massage Chair
Type: MAS-B6
Model: Zero Gravity
Weight: 95 kg.
Size: 1 Carton: 1330x1070x1040mm
Upholstery: High quality leather
Power: AC 100-240V - 150w
Equipped with: Massage rollers - Shiatsua with different 
massage positions, adjustable in speed and intensity - 
Heating - Bluetooth preparation - Vibration - Remote 
control.

Condition: New
Worth: € 3,950.00

1.195 €

166 Luxury massage chair Zero Gravity
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Massage Chair
Type: MAS-J1
Model: Zero Gravity
Weight: 97 kg.
Dimension: 1 Carton: 1280x780x1140mm
Upholstery: High quality leather
Power: AC 100-240V - 150w
Equipped with: Infrared massage rollers - Shiatsua with 
different massage modes - Adjustable in speed and 
intensity - Heating - Bluetooth integration with built-in 
boxes - Vibration - Remote control.

1.295 €
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Condition: New
Worth: € 4.495.00

167 Luxury massage chair Zero Gravity
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Massage Chair
Type: MAS-Q6
Model: Zero Gravity
Dimension: 1300x770x800mm
Equipped with: Massage rollers for: Neck, back of knees, 
lower and upper back - Inflatable pockets for calf and 
forearm massages - Vibration in the seat - Leather look 
finish.

Condition: New
Worth: € 2,210.00

895 €

168 Luxury heated massage bed
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Massage Bed
Type: MAS-BED
Model: Massage Bed
Dimension: 2000x600x600mm
Features: 16 heated Jade rollers for neck, back, shoulders, 
waist, buttocks and leg massages - Drive rail is shaped to 
follow the contour of your spine - Synchronous belt 
transmission to prevent track slip - Top part of the bed 
features carbon fiber heating (deep infrared) for the 
ultimate therapy - 6 automatic massage programs for 
different muscle groups (Lower back, buttocks, waist, 
upper back, neck and shoulders) - Time setting between 5 
and 80 minutes - Manual operation (the rollers can be 
stopped manually at the desired position) - Heating 
elements are adjustable between 30 and 70 degrees.

Condition: New
Worth: € 3,695.00

1.095 €
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173 Outdoor Spa - 5 person
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Outdoor Spa
Type: HT2021-2BED-WHBL
Model: Freestanding
Number of persons: 3 seats, 2 berths
Color: White bath with black side
Dimension: 2120x2120x850mm
Weight: 359 KG
Content: 1200 liters
Frame: stainless steel
Waterjets: 91 Waterjets including rotating jets and 10 
Airbubble jets (rotating jets are easy to operate with 2 
buttons on the Control Panel)
Pumps: 2 Water pumps of 2.2 kW - 1 Air pump of 700 W - 1 
Filter pump 370 W
Heater: 3 kW Heater to keep the water at the right 
temperature
Lighting: 16 pieces LED underwater lights - 2 pieces large 
underwater lights (change color)
Power: Standard 220V, this can be converted to 380V. 
Total power 8850W
Equipped with: Black cover (included free of charge) - 
Insulation - 4 Pillows - Ozone disinfection - Connections 
are freely accessible and the motors work on 220V (can be 
converted to 380V) - Extensive manual.

Condition: New
Worth: € 13,495.00

4.495 €

174 Outdoor Spa - 6 person
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Outdoor Spa
Type: HT2021-WHNA
Model: Freestanding
Number of people: 5 seats, 1 berth
Color: White bath with natural wooden color side
Dimension: 2120x2120x850mm
Weight: 359 KG
Content: 1200 liters
Frame: stainless steel

4.495 €
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Waterjets: 91 Waterjets including rotating jets and 10 
Airbubble jets (rotating jets are easy to operate with 2 
buttons on the Control Panel)
Pumps: 2 Water pumps of 2.2 kW - 1 Air pump of 700 W - 1 
Filter pump 370 W
Heater: 3 kW Heater to keep the water at the right 
temperature
Lighting: 16 pieces LED underwater lights - 2 pieces large 
underwater lights (change color)
Power: Standard 220V, this can be converted to 380V. 
Total power 8850W
Equipped with: Black cover (included free of charge) - 
Insulation - 4 Pillows - Ozone disinfection - Connections 
are freely accessible and the motors work on 220V (can be 
converted to 380V) - Extensive manual.

Condition: New
Worth: €11,195.00

176 Outdoor Spa with water jets - 5 persons - incl. Wifi
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Outdoor Spa with Water Jets
Type: AQUILA 210W AMBER BROWN
Model: Freestanding
Number of persons: 3 seats, 2 berths
Dimension: 2100x2100x900mm
Color: Cloudy Black bath with black skirt
Weight: 320KG
Content: 1200 liters
Frame: stainless steel
Control: Filter Cartridge Balboa Control System BP6013G2 
+ TP600
Number of jets: approx. 110 jets, (4 with LED lighting)
Media equipment: 2x Aquatic AV speakers, Bluetooth
Lighting: Underwater lighting 10 pieces, outside corner 
lighting 4 pieces, LED fountain 4 pieces
Power: Standard 220V, this can be converted to 380V / 
50hz. Total power 8700W
Heater: Balboa Heater
WiFi: Yes
Equipped with: Insulation - Plastic skirts - Cover bottom 
plate - Black thermo cover - Water pump (LX circulation 

5.995 €
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pump 0.5HP) - 3 Massage pumps (2x LX 3HP water pumps 
and 1x 2HP massage pump) - Spa lighting - Ozonator 
(disinfects the jacuzzi after use) - 3 Headrests – Drain: 6 
suction - Air jets - Cascade (waterfall) and cascade 
controller - PVC trap - LX air blower for supplying air to the 
spa water

Condition: New
Worth: €15,995.00

177 Outdoor Spa with water jets - 5 persons - incl. Wifi
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Outdoor Spa with Water Jets
Type: AQUILA 210W OCEAN BLUE
Model: Freestanding
Number of persons: 3 seats, 2 berths
Dimension: 2100x2100x900mm
Color: Ocean Blue bath with black skirt
Weight: 320KG
Content: 1200 liters
Frame: stainless steel
Control: Filter Cartridge Balboa Control System BP6013G2 
+ TP600
Number of jets: approx. 110 jets, (4 with LED lighting)
Media equipment: 2x Aquatic AV speakers, Bluetooth
Lighting: Underwater lighting 10 pieces, outside corner 
lighting 4 pieces, LED fountain 4 pieces
Power: Standard 220V, this can be converted to 380V / 
50hz. Total power 8700W
Heater: Balboa Heater 3KW
WiFi: Yes
Equipped with: Insulation - Plastic skirts - Cover bottom 
plate - Black thermo cover - Water pump (LX circulation 
pump 0.5HP) - 3 Massage pumps (2x LX 3HP water pumps 
and 1x 2HP massage pump) - Spa lighting - Ozonator 
(disinfects the jacuzzi after use) - 3 Headrests – Drain: 6 
suction - Air jets - Cascade (waterfall) and cascade 
controller - PVC trap - LX air blower for supplying air to the 
spa water

Condition: New
Worth: €15,995.00

5.995 €
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178 Outdoor Spa with water jets - 5 persons - incl. Wifi
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Outdoor Spa with Water Jets
Type: AQUILA 210W CLOUDY BLACK
Model: Freestanding
Number of persons: 3 seats, 2 berths
Dimension: 2100x2100x900mm
Color: Cloudy Black bath with black skirt
Weight: 320KG
Content: 1200 liters
Frame: stainless steel
Control: Filter Cartridge Balboa Control System BP6013G2 
+ TP600
Number of jets: approx. 110 jets, (4 with LED lighting)
Media equipment: 2x Aquatic AV speakers, Bluetooth
Lighting: Underwater lighting 10 pieces, outside corner 
lighting 4 pieces, LED fountain 4 pieces
Power: Standard 220V, this can be converted to 380V / 
50hz. Total power 8700W
Heater: Balboa Heater
WiFi: Yes
Equipped with: Insulation - Plastic skirts - Cover bottom 
plate - Black thermo cover - Water pump (LX circulation 
pump 0.5HP) - 3 Massage pumps (2x LX 3HP water pumps 
and 1x 2HP massage pump) - Spa lighting - Ozonator 
(disinfects the jacuzzi after use) - 3 Headrests – Drain: 6 
suction - Air jets - Cascade (waterfall) and cascade 
controller - PVC trap - LX air blower for supplying air to the 
spa water

Condition: New
Worth: €15,995.00

5.995 €

179 Outdoor Spa with water jets - 6 persons - incl. Wifi
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Outdoor Spa with Water Jets
Type: AQUILA 230W PEARL WHITE
Model: Freestanding
Number of persons: 4 seats, 2 berths
Size: 2300x2300x900mm
Color: PEARL WHITE (pearl white) with black skirt
Weight: 350KG

6.795 €
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Content: 1200 liters
Frame: stainless steel
Control: Balboa Control System: BP6013G2+TP600-20P
Number of jets: 124 stainless steel jets: 85 massage jets (4 
with lighting), 42 mini jets.
Pump: Water Pump (LX Circulation Pump 1HP), 2x LX 
Massage Pump (2x 3HP), LX Blower (1x 700W) for supplying
air to the spa water
Power: Standard 220V, this can be converted to 380V. 
Total power 10,500W
Media equipment: 2x Aquatic AV speakers, Bluetooth
Wi-Fi: Yes
Lighting: Underwater lighting 15 pieces, outside corner 
lighting 4 pieces, SPA Light 1 piece, Fountain LED 4 pieces
Heater: Balboa Heater 3KW
Equipped with: WiFi module - Insulation - Plastic skirts - 
Cover bottom plate - Black thermo cover - Cover lifter - 
Spa lighting - Ozonator (disinfects the water) - 3 Headrests
- Drain: 5 suction - Air jets - 2x Cascade (waterfall) and 
cascade controller - PVC Trap - 1 Filter cartridge - 7 cup 
holders

Condition: New
Worth: €18,995.00

180 Outdoor Spa with water jets - 6 persons - incl. Wifi
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Outdoor Spa with Water Jets
Type: AQUILA 230W AMBER BROWN
Model: Freestanding
Number of persons: 4 seats, 2 berths
Size: 2300x2300x900mm
Color: Amber brown with black skirt
Weight: 350KG
Content: 1200 liters
Frame: stainless steel
Control: Balboa Control System: BP6013G2+TP600-20P
Number of jets: 124 stainless steel jets: 85 massage jets (4 
with lighting), 42 mini jets.
Pump: Water Pump (LX Circulation Pump 1HP), 2x LX 
Massage Pump (2x 3HP), LX Blower (1x 700W) for supplying
air to the spa water
Power: Standard 220V, this can be converted to 380V. 

6.795 €
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Total power 10,500W
Media equipment: 2x Aquatic AV speakers, Bluetooth
Wi-Fi: Yes
Lighting: Underwater lighting 15 pieces, outside corner 
lighting 4 pieces, SPA Light 1 piece, Fountain LED 4 pieces
Heater: Balboa Heater 3KW
Equipped with: WiFi module - Insulation - Plastic skirts - 
Cover bottom plate - Black thermo cover - Cover lifter - 
Spa lighting - Ozonator (disinfects the water) - 3 Headrests
- Drain: 5 suction - Air jets - 2x Cascade (waterfall) and 
cascade controller - PVC Trap - 1 Filter cartridge - 7 cup 
holders

Condition: New
Worth: €18,995.00

181 Outdoor Spa with water jets - 6 persons - incl. Wifi
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Outdoor Spa with Water Jets
Type: AQUILA 230W CLOUDY BLACK
Model: Freestanding
Number of persons: 4 seats, 2 berths
Size: 2300x2300x900mm
Color: Cloudy black with black skirt
Weight: 350KG
Content: 1200 liters
Frame: stainless steel
Control: Balboa Control System: BP6013G2+TP600-20P
Number of jets: 124 stainless steel jets: 85 massage jets (4 
with lighting), 42 mini jets.
Pump: Water Pump (LX Circulation Pump 1HP), 2x LX 
Massage Pump (2x 3HP), LX Blower (1x 700W) for supplying
air to the spa water
Power: Standard 220V, this can be converted to 380V. 
Total power 10,500W
Media equipment: 2x Aquatic AV speakers, Bluetooth
Wi-Fi: Yes
Lighting: Underwater lighting 15 pieces, outside corner 
lighting 4 pieces, SPA Light 1 piece, Fountain LED 4 pieces
Heater: Balboa Heater 3KW
Equipped with: WiFi module - Insulation - Plastic skirts - 
Cover bottom plate - Black thermo cover - Cover lifter - 
Spa lighting - Ozonator (disinfects the water) - 3 Headrests

6.795 €
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- Drain: 5 suction - Air jets - 2x Cascade (waterfall) and 
cascade controller - PVC Trap - 1 Filter cartridge - 7 cup 
holders

Condition: New
Worth: €18,995.00

184 Outdoor Spa with water jets - 5 persons
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Outdoor Spa with Water Jets
Type: BARI-BLACK
Model: Freestanding
Number of persons: 3 seats, 2 berths
Dimension: 2150x2150x880mm
Color: Black bath with black skirt
Weight: 380KG
Content: 1300 liters
Frame: Aluminum
Number of jets: 91
Pump: Water pumps (1x 2.5HP 2 speed massage pump, 1x 
2HP 1 speed massage pump) - 1x AP700 Air Blower for 
supplying air to the spa water
Power: Voltage 220V / 50HZ. Total power 8500W
Lighting: 16 LED Perimeter Lights - 2 Underwater LED 
lights with 7 adjustable colors
Heater: Joyonway Heater
Equipped with: Insulation - Gray thermo cover - Spa 
lighting - Ozonator (disinfects the jacuzzi after use) - 3 
Headrests - Water diverter - Air jets - 2x Cascade 
(waterfall) with valve

Condition: New
Worth: €11,495.00

4.495 €

186 Outdoor Spa with water jets - 5 persons
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Outdoor Spa with Water Jets
Type: AQUILA 210 CLOUDY BLACK
Model: Freestanding
Number of persons: 3 seats, 2 berths
Dimension: 2100x2100x900mm

5.195 €
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Color: Cloudy Black bath with black skirt
Weight: 320KG
Content: 1200 liters
Frame: stainless steel
Control: Filter Cartridge Balboa Control System BP6013G2 
+ TP600
Number of jets: approx. 110 jets, (4 with LED lighting)
Media equipment: 2x Aquatic AV speakers, Bluetooth
Lighting: Underwater lighting 10 pieces, outside corner 
lighting 4 pieces, LED fountain 4 pieces
Power: Standard 220V, this can be converted to 380V / 
50hz. Total power 8700W
Heater: Balboa Heater
Equipped with: Insulation - Plastic skirts - Cover bottom 
plate - Black thermo cover - Water pump (LX circulation 
pump 0.5HP) - 3 Massage pumps (2x LX 3HP water pumps 
and 1x 2HP massage pump) - Spa lighting - Ozonator 
(disinfects the jacuzzi after use) - 3 Headrests – Drain: 6 
suction - Air jets - Cascade (waterfall) and cascade 
controller - PVC trap - LX air blower for supplying air to the 
spa water

Condition: New
Worth: € 15,495.00

188 Outdoor Spa - 6 person
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Outdoor Spa
Type: HT2021-CBBL
Model: Freestanding
Number of people: 5 seats, 1 berth
Colour: Black bath with anthracite side
Dimension: 2120x2120x850mm
Weight: 359 KG
Content: 1200 liters
Frame: stainless steel
Waterjets: 91 Waterjets including rotating jets and 10 
Airbubble jets (rotating jets are easy to operate with 2 
buttons on the Control Panel)
Pumps: 2 Water pumps of 2.2 kW - 1 Air pump of 700 W - 1 
Filter pump 370 W
Heater: 3 kW Heater to keep the water at the right 
temperature

3.995 €
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Lighting: 16 pieces LED underwater lights - 2 pieces large 
underwater lights (change color)
Power: Standard 220V, this can be converted to 380V. 
Total power 8850W
Equipped with: Black cover (included free of charge) - 
Insulation - 4 Pillows - Ozone disinfection - Connections 
are freely accessible and the motors work on 220V (can be 
converted to 380V) - Extensive manual.

Condition: New
Worth: €11,195.00

189 Floating parasol 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 DARK GREEN 3X4
Dimension: 3000x4000mm
Model: Hanging
Color: Dark Green
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x400 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Includes parasol base. - Fire retardant, 
thick cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains 
the heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €695.00

260 €
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190 Floating parasol 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 DARK GREEN 3X4
Dimension: 3000x4000mm
Model: Hanging
Color: Dark Green
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x400 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Includes parasol base. - Fire retardant, 
thick cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains 
the heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €695.00

260 €

191 Floating parasol 3x3m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072SANDY
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Hanging
Colour: Sand-coloured
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x300 

225 €
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cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV 
protection. - The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so 
that it is also nice and warm in the evening when the sun 
goes down. - The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around 
its axis, so the parasol can easily rotate with the sun and 
you can make optimal use of the parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: € 595.00

192 Floating parasol 3x3m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072SANDY
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Hanging
Colour: Sand-coloured
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x300 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV 
protection. - The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so 
that it is also nice and warm in the evening when the sun 
goes down. - The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around 
its axis, so the parasol can easily rotate with the sun and 
you can make optimal use of the parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: € 595.00

225 €

193 Floating parasol 3x3m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072DGR

225 €
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Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Hanging
Color: Dark Gray
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x300 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV 
protection. - The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so 
that it is also nice and warm in the evening when the sun 
goes down. - The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around 
its axis, so the parasol can easily rotate with the sun and 
you can make optimal use of the parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: € 595.00

194 Floating parasol 3x3m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072DGR
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Hanging
Color: Dark Gray
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x300 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV 
protection. - The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so 
that it is also nice and warm in the evening when the sun 
goes down. - The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around 
its axis, so the parasol can easily rotate with the sun and 
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you can make optimal use of the parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: € 595.00

195 Floating parasol 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 3X4 SANDY
Dimension: 3000x4000mm
Model: Hanging
Colour: Sand-coloured
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x400 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV 
protection. - The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so 
that it is also nice and warm in the evening when the sun 
goes down. - The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around 
its axis, so the parasol can easily rotate with the sun and 
you can make optimal use of the parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €695.00

260 €

196 Floating parasol 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 3X4 SANDY
Dimension: 3000x4000mm
Model: Hanging
Colour: Sand-coloured
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 

260 €
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garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x400 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV 
protection. - The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so 
that it is also nice and warm in the evening when the sun 
goes down. - The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around 
its axis, so the parasol can easily rotate with the sun and 
you can make optimal use of the parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €695.00

197 Floating parasol 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 3X4 BLACK
Dimension: 3000x4000mm
Model: Hanging
Colour black
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x400 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV 
protection. - The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so 
that it is also nice and warm in the evening when the sun 
goes down. - The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around 
its axis, so the parasol can easily rotate with the sun and 
you can make optimal use of the parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €695.00

260 €
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198 Floating parasol 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 3X4 BLACK
Dimension: 3000x4000mm
Model: Hanging
Colour black
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x400 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV 
protection. - The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so 
that it is also nice and warm in the evening when the sun 
goes down. - The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around 
its axis, so the parasol can easily rotate with the sun and 
you can make optimal use of the parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €695.00

260 €

199 Floating parasol 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 3X4 DGR
Dimension: 3000x4000mm
Model: Hanging with flaps
Color: Dark Gray
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x400 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
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set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV 
protection. - The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so 
that it is also nice and warm in the evening when the sun 
goes down. - The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around 
its axis, so the parasol can easily rotate with the sun and 
you can make optimal use of the parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €695.00

200 Floating parasol 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 3X4 DGR
Dimension: 3000x4000mm
Model: Hanging with flaps
Color: Dark Gray
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x400 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV 
protection. - The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so 
that it is also nice and warm in the evening when the sun 
goes down. - The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around 
its axis, so the parasol can easily rotate with the sun and 
you can make optimal use of the parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €695.00

260 €

201 Floating parasol 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 BLACK FLAPS 3X4
Dimension: 3000x4000mm

260 €
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Model: Hanging with flaps
Colour black
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x400 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV 
protection. - The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so 
that it is also nice and warm in the evening when the sun 
goes down. - The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around 
its axis, so the parasol can easily rotate with the sun and 
you can make optimal use of the parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €695.00

202 Floating parasol 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 BLACK FLAPS 3X4
Dimension: 3000x4000mm
Model: Hanging with flaps
Colour black
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x400 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV 
protection. - The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so 
that it is also nice and warm in the evening when the sun 
goes down. - The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around 
its axis, so the parasol can easily rotate with the sun and 
you can make optimal use of the parasol.
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Condition: New
Worth: €695.00

203 Floating parasol 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 DARK GREEN FLAPS 3X4
Dimension: 3000x4000mm
Model: Hanging with flaps
Color: Dark Green
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x400 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV 
protection. - The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so 
that it is also nice and warm in the evening when the sun 
goes down. - The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around 
its axis, so the parasol can easily rotate with the sun and 
you can make optimal use of the parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €695.00

260 €

204 Floating parasol 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 DARK GREEN FLAPS 3X4
Dimension: 3000x4000mm
Model: Hanging with flaps
Color: Dark Green
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
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a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x400 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV 
protection. - The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so 
that it is also nice and warm in the evening when the sun 
goes down. - The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around 
its axis, so the parasol can easily rotate with the sun and 
you can make optimal use of the parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €695.00

205 Floating parasol 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 WHITE FLAPS 3X4
Dimension: 3000x4000mm
Model: Hanging with flaps
Colour White
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x400 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV 
protection. - The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so 
that it is also nice and warm in the evening when the sun 
goes down. - The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around 
its axis, so the parasol can easily rotate with the sun and 
you can make optimal use of the parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €695.00

260 €
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206 Floating parasol 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 WHITE FLAPS 3X4
Dimension: 3000x4000mm
Model: Hanging with flaps
Colour White
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x400 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV 
protection. - The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so 
that it is also nice and warm in the evening when the sun 
goes down. - The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around 
its axis, so the parasol can easily rotate with the sun and 
you can make optimal use of the parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €695.00

260 €

207 Floating parasol 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 TAUPE 3X4
Dimension: 3000x4000mm
Model: Hanging
Color: Taupe
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x400 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
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set up for use. - Includes parasol base. - Fire retardant, 
thick cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains 
the heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €695.00

208 Floating parasol 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 TAUPE 3X4
Dimension: 3000x4000mm
Model: Hanging
Color: Taupe
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x400 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Includes parasol base. - Fire retardant, 
thick cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains 
the heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €695.00

260 €
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209 Floating parasol 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 WHITE 3X4
Dimension: 3000x4000mm
Model: Hanging
Colour White
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x400 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Includes parasol base. - Fire retardant, 
thick cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains 
the heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €695.00

260 €

210 Floating parasol 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 WHITE 3X4
Dimension: 3000x4000mm
Model: Hanging
Colour White
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x400 
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cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Includes parasol base. - Fire retardant, 
thick cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains 
the heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €695.00

211 Floating parasol 3x3m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 DARK GREEN 3X3
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Hanging
Color: Dark Green
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of ø300 cm. -
Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to set 
up for use. - Includes parasol base. - Fire retardant, thick 
cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains the 
heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: € 595.00

225 €
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212 Floating parasol 3x3m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 DARK GREEN 3X3
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Hanging
Color: Dark Green
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of ø300 cm. -
Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to set 
up for use. - Includes parasol base. - Fire retardant, thick 
cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains the 
heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: € 595.00

225 €

213 Floating parasol 3x3m incl. LED lighting
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U-1072-LED-GREY
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Hanging
Color: Dark Gray
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of ø300 cm. -
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Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to set 
up for use. - Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV 
protection. - The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so 
that it is also nice and warm in the evening when the sun 
goes down. - The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around 
its axis, so the parasol can easily rotate with the sun and 
you can make optimal use of the parasol. - Incl. LED-
lighting

Condition: New
Worth: € 645.00

214 Floating parasol 3x3m incl. LED lighting
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U-1072-LED-GREY
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Hanging
Color: Dark Gray
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of ø300 cm. -
Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to set 
up for use. - Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV 
protection. - The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so 
that it is also nice and warm in the evening when the sun 
goes down. - The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around 
its axis, so the parasol can easily rotate with the sun and 
you can make optimal use of the parasol. - Incl. LED-
lighting

Condition: New
Worth: € 645.00

295 €
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215 Floating parasol 3x3m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 ORANGE 3X3
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Hanging
Color: Orange
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x300 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV 
protection. - The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so 
that it is also nice and warm in the evening when the sun 
goes down. - The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around 
its axis, so the parasol can easily rotate with the sun and 
you can make optimal use of the parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: € 595.00

245 €

216 Floating parasol 3x3m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 ORANGE 3X3
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Hanging
Color: Orange
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x300 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
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set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV 
protection. - The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so 
that it is also nice and warm in the evening when the sun 
goes down. - The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around 
its axis, so the parasol can easily rotate with the sun and 
you can make optimal use of the parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: € 595.00

217 Floating parasol 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 ORANGE 3X4
Dimension: 3000x4000mm
Model: Hanging with flaps
Color: Orange
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x400 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV 
protection. - The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so 
that it is also nice and warm in the evening when the sun 
goes down. - The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around 
its axis, so the parasol can easily rotate with the sun and 
you can make optimal use of the parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €695.00

260 €

218 Floating parasol 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 ORANGE 3X4
Dimension: 3000x4000mm

260 €
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Model: Hanging with flaps
Color: Orange
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x400 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV 
protection. - The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so 
that it is also nice and warm in the evening when the sun 
goes down. - The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around 
its axis, so the parasol can easily rotate with the sun and 
you can make optimal use of the parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €695.00

219 Floating parasol 3x3m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 ORANGE FLAPS
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Hanging with flaps
Color: Orange
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 Fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of ø300 cm. -
Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to set 
up for use. - Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV 
protection. - The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so 
that it is also nice and warm in the evening when the sun 
goes down. - The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around 
its axis, so the parasol can easily rotate with the sun and 
you can make optimal use of the parasol.

225 €
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Condition: New
Worth: € 595.00

220 Floating parasol 3x3m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 TAUPE 3X3
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Hanging
Color: Taupe
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of ø300 cm. -
Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to set 
up for use. - Includes parasol base. - Fire retardant, thick 
cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains the 
heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: € 595.00

225 €

221 Floating parasol 3x3m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 TAUPE 3X3
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Hanging
Color: Taupe
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 

225 €
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garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of ø300 cm. -
Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to set 
up for use. - Includes parasol base. - Fire retardant, thick 
cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains the 
heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: € 595.00

222 Floating parasol double 3x3m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X3 BLACK
Dimensions: 2x 3000x3000mm
Model: Double hanging
Colour black
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of ø300 cm. -
Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to set 
up for use. - Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV 
protection. - The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so 
that it is also nice and warm in the evening when the sun 
goes down. - The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around 
its axis, so the parasol can easily rotate with the sun and 
you can make optimal use of the parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €1,495.00

495 €
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223 Floating parasol double 3x3m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X3 BLACK
Dimensions: 2x 3000x3000mm
Model: Double hanging
Colour black
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of ø300 cm. -
Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to set 
up for use. - Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV 
protection. - The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so 
that it is also nice and warm in the evening when the sun 
goes down. - The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around 
its axis, so the parasol can easily rotate with the sun and 
you can make optimal use of the parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €1,495.00

495 €

224 Floating parasol double 3x3m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X3 ORANGE
Dimensions: 2x 3000x3000mm
Model: Double hanging with flaps
Color: Orange
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 Fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large double parasol cloth with a size of 
twice ø300 cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of 
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aluminum. - Easy to set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick 
cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains the 
heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €1,495.00

225 Floating parasol double 3x3m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X3 ORANGE
Dimensions: 2x 3000x3000mm
Model: Double hanging with flaps
Color: Orange
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 Fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large double parasol cloth with a size of 
twice ø300 cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of 
aluminum. - Easy to set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick 
cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains the 
heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €1,495.00

495 €
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226 Floating parasol double 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X4 BLACK
Dimensions: 2x 3000x4000mm
Model: Double hanging
Colour black
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large double parasol cloth with a size of 
twice 300x400 cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of 
aluminum. - Easy to set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick 
cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains the 
heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €1,695.00

595 €

227 Floating parasol double 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X4 BLACK
Dimensions: 2x 3000x4000mm
Model: Double hanging
Colour black
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large double parasol cloth with a size of 

595 €
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twice 300x400 cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of 
aluminum. - Easy to set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick 
cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains the 
heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €1,695.00

228 Floating parasol double 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X4 ORANGE
Dimensions: 2x 3000x4000mm
Model: Double hanging with flaps
Color: Orange
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large double parasol cloth with a size of 
twice 300x400 cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of 
aluminum. - Easy to set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick 
cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains the 
heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €1,695.00

595 €
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229 Floating parasol double 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X4 ORANGE
Dimensions: 2x 3000x4000mm
Model: Double hanging with flaps
Color: Orange
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large double parasol cloth with a size of 
twice 300x400 cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of 
aluminum. - Easy to set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick 
cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains the 
heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €1,695.00

595 €

230 Floating parasol double 3x3m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X3 SANDY
Dimensions: 2x 3000x3000mm
Model: Double hanging
Colour: Sand-coloured
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large double parasol cloth with a size of 

495 €
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twice ø300 cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of 
aluminum. - Easy to set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick 
cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains the 
heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €1,495.00

231 Floating parasol double 3x3m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X3 SANDY
Dimensions: 2x 3000x3000mm
Model: Double hanging
Colour: Sand-coloured
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large double parasol cloth with a size of 
twice ø300 cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of 
aluminum. - Easy to set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick 
cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains the 
heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €1,495.00

495 €
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232 Floating parasol 3x3m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 WHITE 3X3
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Hanging
Colour White
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 Fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of ø300 cm. -
Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to set 
up for use. - Includes parasol base. - Fire retardant, thick 
cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains the 
heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: € 595.00

225 €

233 Floating parasol 3x3m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072BLACK
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Hanging
Colour black
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x300 

225 €
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cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV 
protection. - The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so 
that it is also nice and warm in the evening when the sun 
goes down. - The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around 
its axis, so the parasol can easily rotate with the sun and 
you can make optimal use of the parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: € 595.00

234 Floating parasol 3x3m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072BLACK
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Hanging
Colour black
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x300 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV 
protection. - The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so 
that it is also nice and warm in the evening when the sun 
goes down. - The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around 
its axis, so the parasol can easily rotate with the sun and 
you can make optimal use of the parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: € 595.00

225 €

235 Floating parasol double 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X4 DARK GREEN

595 €
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Dimensions: 2x 3000x4000mm
Model: Double hanging with flaps
Color: Dark Green
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large double parasol cloth with a size of 
twice 300x400 cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of 
aluminum. - Easy to set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick 
cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains the 
heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €1,695.00

236 Floating parasol double 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X4 DARK GREEN
Dimensions: 2x 3000x4000mm
Model: Double hanging with flaps
Color: Dark Green
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large double parasol cloth with a size of 
twice 300x400 cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of 
aluminum. - Easy to set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick 
cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains the 
heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
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360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €1,695.00

237 Floating parasol double 3x3m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X3 DARK GRAY
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Double hanging
Color: Dark Gray
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 2x ø300 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Includes parasol base. - Fire retardant, 
thick cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains 
the heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €1,495.00

495 €

238 Floating parasol double 3x3m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X3 DARK GRAY
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Double hanging
Color: Dark Gray

495 €
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Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 2x ø300 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Includes parasol base. - Fire retardant, 
thick cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains 
the heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €1,495.00

239 Floating parasol double 3x3m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X3 DARK GREEN
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Double hanging
Color: Dark Green
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 2x ø300 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Includes parasol base. - Fire retardant, 
thick cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains 
the heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

495 €
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Condition: New
Worth: €1,495.00

240 Floating parasol double 3x3m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X3 DARK GREEN
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Double hanging
Color: Dark Green
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 2x ø300 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Includes parasol base. - Fire retardant, 
thick cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains 
the heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €1,495.00

495 €

241 Floating parasol double 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X4 DARK GRAY
Dimensions: 2x 3000x4000mm
Model: Double hanging with flaps
Color: Dark Gray
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 

595 €
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garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large double parasol cloth with a size of 
twice 300x400 cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of 
aluminum. - Easy to set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick 
cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains the 
heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €1,695.00

242 Floating parasol double 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X4 DARK GRAY
Dimensions: 2x 3000x4000mm
Model: Double hanging with flaps
Color: Dark Gray
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large double parasol cloth with a size of 
twice 300x400 cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of 
aluminum. - Easy to set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick 
cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains the 
heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New

595 €
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Worth: €1,695.00

243 Floating parasol double 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X4 SANDY
Dimensions: 2x 3000x4000mm
Model: Double hanging
Colour: Sand-coloured
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large double parasol cloth with a size of 
twice 300x400 cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of 
aluminum. - Easy to set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick 
cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains the 
heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €1,695.00

595 €

244 Floating parasol double 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X4 SANDY
Dimensions: 2x 3000x4000mm
Model: Double hanging
Colour: Sand-coloured
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 

595 €
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for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large double parasol cloth with a size of 
twice 300x400 cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of 
aluminum. - Easy to set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick 
cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains the 
heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €1,695.00

245 Floating parasol double 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X4 TAUPE
Dimensions: 2x 3000x4000mm
Model: Double hanging with flaps
Color: Taupe
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large double parasol cloth with a size of 
twice 300x400 cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of 
aluminum. - Easy to set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick 
cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains the 
heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €1,695.00

595 €
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246 Floating parasol double 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X4 TAUPE
Dimensions: 2x 3000x4000mm
Model: Double hanging with flaps
Color: Taupe
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large double parasol cloth with a size of 
twice 300x400 cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of 
aluminum. - Easy to set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick 
cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains the 
heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €1,695.00

595 €

247 Floating parasol double 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X4 WHITE
Dimensions: 2x 3000x4000mm
Model: Double hanging with flaps
Colour White
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large double parasol cloth with a size of 

595 €
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twice 300x400 cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of 
aluminum. - Easy to set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick 
cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains the 
heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €1,695.00

248 Floating parasol double 3x4m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X4 WHITE
Dimensions: 2x 3000x4000mm
Model: Double hanging with flaps
Colour White
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large double parasol cloth with a size of 
twice 300x400 cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of 
aluminum. - Easy to set up for use. - Fire retardant, thick 
cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains the 
heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €1,695.00

595 €
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249 Floating parasol double 3x3m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X3 TAUPE
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Double hanging
Color: Taupe
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 2x ø300 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Includes parasol base. - Fire retardant, 
thick cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains 
the heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €1,495.00

495 €

250 Floating parasol double 3x3m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X3 TAUPE
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Double hanging
Color: Taupe
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 2x ø300 

495 €
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cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Includes parasol base. - Fire retardant, 
thick cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains 
the heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €1,495.00

251 Floating parasol double 3x3m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X3 WHITE
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Double hanging
Colour White
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 2x ø300 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Includes parasol base. - Fire retardant, 
thick cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains 
the heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €1,495.00

495 €
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252 Floating parasol double 3x3m
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X3 WHITE
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Double hanging
Colour White
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be made heavier with the help of, 
for example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 60 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 2x ø300 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum. - Easy to
set up for use. - Includes parasol base. - Fire retardant, 
thick cloth for better UV protection. - The parasol retains 
the heat of the sun, so that it is also nice and warm in the 
evening when the sun goes down. - The parasol can rotate 
360 degrees around its axis, so the parasol can easily 
rotate with the sun and you can make optimal use of the 
parasol.

Condition: New
Worth: €1,495.00

495 €

253 Steam cabin with bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Steam cabin with bath
Type: 2526STB
Model: Steam cabin - Hemisphere with 2 sliding doors
Dimension: 1000x1000x2200mm
Number of jets: The cabin has 4 water jets for a pleasant 
back massage
Equipped with: Safety glass of 5.4 mm thick which provides 
extra safety in the steam cabin. Thanks to the safety glass, 
you never have to worry about shards on the floor because 
it is impact resistant and strong. If the glass does break, it 
will break into blurry pieces. - Fan - Lighting in the steam 
cabin - Control panel - Hand shower - Top shower

895 €
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Condition: New
Worth: €1,995.00

254 Steam cabin with Whirlpool massage bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Steam cabin with massage bath
Type: ZS6217
Model: Massage bath - Rectangular
Dimension: 1700x900x2200mm
Water jets: Cabin is equipped with water jets for a pleasant 
back massage.
Equipped with: Light blue tinted transparent half moon 
window in the massage bath - FM radio - Ceiling and side 
lighting - Hand and rain shower.

Condition: New
Worth: € 4,695.00

1.295 €

255 Steam cabin with bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Steam cabin with bath
Type: SB2602
Model: Steam cabin with bath
Colour: Black cabin with white bath
Dimension: 1000x1000x2200mm
Equipped with: Colored safety glass which provides extra 
safety in the steam cabin. Thanks to the safety glass, you 
never have to worry about shards on the floor because it is 
impact resistant and strong. Should the glass break, it will 
fall apart into blurry pieces. - Sliding doors with a 
watertight seal - Ceiling lighting - Mood lighting - Hand 
shower - Rain shower - Towel rack with shelf - Soap and 
shampoo dispenser - Function for a pleasant foot massage

Condition: New
Worth: €2,695.00

995 €
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256 Steam cabin with bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Steam cabin with bath
Type: SB2605
Model: Steam cabin with bath
Colour: Black cabin with white bath
Size: 1200x1200x2200mm
Equipped with: Colored safety glass which provides extra 
safety in the steam cabin. Thanks to the safety glass, you 
never have to worry about shards on the floor because it is 
impact resistant and strong. Should the glass break, it will 
fall apart into blurry pieces. - Sliding doors with a 
watertight seal - Ceiling lighting - Mood lighting - Hand 
shower - Rain shower - Towel rack with shelf - Soap and 
shampoo dispenser - Function for a pleasant foot massage

Condition: New
Worth: €2,695.00

1.095 €

258 Steam Room - Square
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Steam Cabin
Type: 86F22-100
Model: Steam cabin square
Dimension: 1000x1000x2150mm
Color: Black cab, white bottom plate
Water jets: Cabin is equipped with water jets for a pleasant 
back massage.
Equipped with: Safety glass - Extensive Control Panel 
(including time and temperature adjustable) - Aroma 
therapy - Fan - Hand shower with panel - Rain shower with 
lighting in the ceiling - Ambient lighting in the shower 
column - Ozone disinfection - Non-slip bottom - Cabin is 
on adjustable legs that can be easily can be adjusted in 
height - Folding seat.

Condition: New
Worth: € 2,795.00

895 €
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259 Steam cabin - rectangular
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Steam Cabin
Type: 86F22-L
Model: Steam cabin - Rectangular - Left-hand 
arrangement
Size: 1200x900x2150mm
Number of jets: Cabin is equipped with 6 water jets for a 
pleasant back massage
Media equipment: Speaker with connection option for your
telephone
Equipped with: Safety glass which provides extra safety in 
the steam cabin. Thanks to the safety glass, you never 
have to worry about shards on the floor because it is 
impact resistant and strong. If the glass does break, it will 
break into blurry pieces. - Extensive Control Panel 
(including time and temperature adjustable) - 
Aromatherapy: fill the aroma holder with your favorite 
aromas such as the well-known eucalyptus to spread 
delicious scents while steaming - Fan - Hand shower with 
panel - Rain shower with lighting in the ceiling - Mood 
lighting the shower columns - Ozone disinfection for 
disinfecting the steam cabin after use - Safe non-slip 
bottom - A fold-out seat for when you want to sit down 
while steaming - Cabin is on adjustable feet that are easy 
to adjust in height

Condition: New
Worth: €3050.00

995 €

260 Steam room - hemisphere
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Steam Cabin
Type: GT0513B
Model: Steam cabin - Hemisphere
Dimension: 900x900x2150mm
Number of jets: The cabin has 6 water jets for a pleasant 
back massage
Equipped with: Safety glass which provides extra safety in 
the steam cabin. Thanks to the safety glass, you never 
have to worry about shards on the floor because it is 
impact resistant and strong. If the glass does break, it will 

895 €
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break into blurry pieces. - Control panel (including time and
temperature adjustable) - Circulation fan - Rain shower 
with lighting all around in the ceiling - Extra lighting in the 
ceiling - ABS base plate (very resistant to scratches, stains 
and breaking) - Function for a pleasant foot massage - 
Stainless steel tap

Condition: New
Worth: €2,495.00

261 Steam room - hemisphere
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Steam Cabin
Type: GT0513C
Model: Steam cabin - Hemisphere
Dimension: 1000x1000x2150mm
Number of jets: The cabin has 6 water jets for a pleasant 
back massage
Equipped with: Safety glass which provides extra safety in 
the steam cabin. Thanks to the safety glass, you never 
have to worry about shards on the floor because it is 
impact resistant and strong. If the glass does break, it will 
break into blurry pieces. - Control panel (including time and
temperature adjustable) - Circulation fan - Rain shower 
with lighting all around in the ceiling - Extra lighting in the 
ceiling - ABS base plate (very resistant to scratches, stains 
and breaking) - Function for a pleasant foot massage - 
Stainless steel tap

Condition: New
Worth: €2,195.00

895 €

262 Steam cabin - 2 persons
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: 2-Person Steam Cabin
Type: GT0519
Model: 2-person steam cabin - Hemisphere
Dimension: 1300x1300x2150mm
Water jets: 2 Seats each equipped with 6 water jets, 
provide a pleasant back massage.
Equipped with: ABS bottom plate (very resistant to 

1.095 €
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scratches, stains and breakage) - Steam generator - Clear 
safety glass - Extensive Control Panel - FM radio with 
speaker - 1 Hand shower - 2 Mirrors - Towel rail - Foot 
massage - Two watertight sliding doors - Rain shower with 
lighting - Fan - Cab stands on adjustable legs that are easy 
to adjust in height.
Packaging: Product consists of 4 cartons: approx. 1 * 
1960x470x130mm - 1 * 1350x1350x350mm - 1 * 
1920x920x400mm - 1 * 1930x470x170mm

Condition: New
Worth: € 4.195.00

263 Steam cabin - 2 persons
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: 2-Person Steam Cabin
Type: GT0526
Model: 2-Person Steam Cabin - Rectangular
Dimension: 1400x900x2150mm
Water jets: Left and right side equipped with 6 water jets, 
provide a pleasant back massage.
Equipped with: ABS bottom plate (very resistant to 
scratches, stains and breakage) - Steam generator - Clear 
safety glass - Extensive Control Panel - FM radio with 
speaker - Rain shower with LED lighting and temperature 
display - 2 Hand showers - Mirror glass back wall - Towel 
rack - Foot massage - Two watertight sliding doors - Fan - 
Cabin stands on adjustable feet that are easy to adjust in 
height. note: without chairs and wooden floor for 
decoration
Packaging: Product consists of 5 cartons: approx. 1 * 
1500x980x250mm - 1 * 1920x450x150mm - 1 * 
1920x900x80mm - 1 * 1920x450x150mm 1 * 
1920x420x90mm

Condition: New
Worth: € 4.195.00

1.095 €
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264 Steam cabin rectangular - right-hand arrangement
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Steam Cabin
Type: ZS1233-R
Model: Steam cabin - Right
Dimension: 900x1200x2200mm
Colour black
Number of jets: Cabin is equipped with 6 water jets for a 
pleasant back massage.
Media equipment: Speaker with connection option for your
telephone
Equipped with: Safety glass which provides extra safety in 
the steam cabin. Thanks to the safety glass, you never 
have to worry about shards on the floor because it is 
impact resistant and strong. If the glass does break, it will 
break into blurry pieces. - Digital touchscreen computer 
(including time and temperature adjustable) - 
Aromatherapy: fill the aroma holder with your favorite 
aromas such as the well-known eucalyptus to spread 
delicious scents while steaming - Fan - Shower panel 
placed in the corner - Rain shower with lighting all around in
the ceiling - Mood lighting in the shower columns - Ozone 
disinfection for disinfecting the steam cabin after use - 
Safe non-slip bottom - A fold-out seat for when you want 
to sit down while steaming - Cabin is on adjustable feet 
that are easy to adjust in height - Hand shower

Condition: New
Worth: € 2,795.00

995 €

265 Steam cabin rectangular - left-hand arrangement
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Steam Cabin
Type: ZS1032-L
Model: Steam cabin - Left
Dimension: 800x1000x2150mm
Number of jets: Cabin is equipped with 6 water jets for a 
pleasant back massage.
Media equipment: Speaker with connection option for your
telephone
Equipped with: Safety glass which provides extra safety in 
the steam cabin. Thanks to the safety glass, you never 

995 €
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have to worry about shards on the floor because it is 
impact resistant and strong. If the glass does break, it will 
break into blurry pieces. - Digital touchscreen computer 
(including time and temperature adjustable) - 
Aromatherapy: fill the aroma holder with your favorite 
aromas such as the well-known eucalyptus to spread 
delicious scents while steaming - Fan - Shower panel 
placed in the corner - Rain shower with lighting all around in
the ceiling - Ambient lighting in the shower columns - 
Ozone disinfection for disinfecting the steam cabin after 
use - Safe non-slip bottom - A fold-out seat for when you 
want to sit down while steaming - Cabin is on adjustable 
feet that are easy to adjust in height

Condition: New
Worth: € 2,395.00

266 Steam cabin rectangular - right-hand arrangement
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Steam Cabin
Type: ZS1032-R
Model: Steam cabin - Right
Dimension: 800x1000x2150mm
Colour black
Number of jets: Cabin is equipped with 6 water jets for a 
pleasant back massage.
Media equipment: Speaker with connection option for your
telephone
Equipped with: Safety glass which provides extra safety in 
the steam cabin. Thanks to the safety glass, you never 
have to worry about shards on the floor because it is 
impact resistant and strong. If the glass does break, it will 
break into blurry pieces. - Digital touchscreen computer 
(including time and temperature adjustable) - 
Aromatherapy: fill the aroma holder with your favorite 
aromas such as the well-known eucalyptus to spread 
delicious scents while steaming - Fan - Shower panel 
placed in the corner - Rain shower with lighting all around in
the ceiling - Mood lighting in the shower columns - Ozone 
disinfection for disinfecting the steam cabin after use - 
Safe non-slip bottom - A fold-out seat for when you want 
to sit down while steaming - Cabin is on adjustable feet 
that are easy to adjust in height - Hand shower

995 €
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Condition: New
Worth: € 2,795.00

267 Steam cabin hemisphere
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Steam Cabin
Type: LR9092-90
Model: Steam cabin - Hemisphere
Dimension: 900x900x2150mm
Number of jets: Cabin is equipped with 6 water jets for a 
pleasant back massage.
Equipped with: - Safety glass which provides extra safety in
the steam cabin. Thanks to the safety glass, you never 
have to worry about shards on the floor because it is 
impact resistant and strong. If the glass does break, it will 
break into blurry pieces. - Fan - LED lighting in the ceiling, 
the colors can change in 6 colors - Rain shower with lighting
in the ceiling - Background lighting - A fold-out seat for 
when you want to sit down while steaming - Cabin is on 
adjustable legs that are easy to adjust height - Shower gel 
and shampoo holder - Towel rack - Foot massage function

Condition: New
Worth: €1,995.00

795 €

268 Steam cabin hemisphere
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Steam Cabin
Type: LR9092-100
Model: Steam cabin - Hemisphere
Dimension: 1000x1000x2150mm
Number of jets: Cabin is equipped with 6 water jets for a 
pleasant back massage
Equipped with: - Safety glass which provides extra safety in
the steam cabin. Thanks to the safety glass, you never 
have to worry about shards on the floor because it is 
impact resistant and strong. If the glass does break, it will 
break into blurry pieces. - Fan - LED lighting in the ceiling, 
the colors can change in 6 colors - Rain shower with lighting
in the ceiling - Background lighting - A fold-out seat for 

895 €
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when you want to sit down while steaming - Cabin is on 
adjustable legs that are easy to adjust height - Shower gel 
and shampoo holder - Towel rack - Foot massage function

Condition: New
Worth: €2,195.00

269 Steam cabin hemisphere
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Steam Cabin
Type: SC2506
Model: Steam cabin semicircular, sliding doors
Dimension: 1000x1000x2150mm
Jets: 6 water jets for a pleasant back massage
Equipped with: Sliding doors, rain shower in the ceiling, 
digital control panel, shower panel placed in the corner, 
mood lighting in the shower column, lighting around the 
rain shower, FM radio with speaker, possibility to connect a 
telephone, CD connection, ozone disinfection, adjustable 
feet, non-slip bottom, fan, hand shower. Total weight 91.5 
kg in four cartons.

Condition: New
Worth: € 2.895.00

895 €

270 Steam cabin with bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Steam cabin with bath
Type: SC2601
Model: Steam cabin with bath hemisphere
Dimension: 900x900x2200
Colour: Black cabin with white bath
Equipped with: Colored safety glass which provides extra 
safety in the steam cabin. Thanks to the safety glass, you 
never have to worry about shards on the floor because it is 
impact resistant and strong. If the glass does break, it will 
break into blurry pieces. - Sliding doors with a watertight 
seal - Ceiling lighting - Mood lighting - Hand shower - Rain 
shower - Towel rack with shelf - Soap and shampoo 

895 €
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dispenser - Function for pleasant foot massage

Condition: New
Worth: €2,695.00

271 Steam cabin with bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Steam cabin with bath
Type: SC2603
Model: Steam cabin with bath hemisphere
Dimension: 850x1200x2120mm
Colour: Black cabin with white bath
Equipped with: Colored safety glass which provides extra 
safety in the steam cabin. Thanks to the safety glass, you 
never have to worry about shards on the floor because it is 
impact resistant and strong. If the glass does break, it will 
break into blurry pieces. - Sliding doors with a watertight 
seal - Ceiling lighting - Mood lighting - Hand shower - Rain 
shower - Towel rack with shelf - Soap and shampoo 
dispenser - Function for pleasant foot massage

Condition: New
Worth: €2,695.00

995 €

272 Steam cabin - rectangular
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Steam Cabin
Type: 86EA11
Model: Steam Room - Rectangular
Dimension: 1300x950x2300mm
Water jets: 4 large and 4 small water jets provide a pleasant 
back massage.
Equipped with: Clear safety glass - Sliding doors with 
watertight seal - Digital Control Panel - Shower panel with 
mood lighting - Hand and rain shower (with mood lighting) -
Aroma therapy - FM radio and CD connection with speaker 
- Port to connect the phone to - Ozone disinfection - 
Towel rack with shelf - Soap and shampoo dispenser - 
Non-slip bottom - Foot massage - Fan - Cabin is on 
adjustable feet that are easy to adjust in height.

1.195 €
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Condition: New
Worth: € 3,795.00

273 Steam room - hemisphere
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Steam Cabin
Type: 86F21-100
Model: Steam cabin - Hemisphere
Dimension: 1000x1000x2150mm
Water jets: 6 water jets provide a pleasant back massage.
Equipped with: Safety glass - Extensive Control Panel 
(including time and temperature adjustable) - Aroma 
therapy - Fan - Hand shower with panel - Rain shower with 
lighting in the ceiling - Ambient lighting in the shower 
column - Ozone disinfection - Non-slip bottom - Cabin is 
on adjustable legs that can be easily can be adjusted in 
height - Folding seat.
Packaging: Product consists of 4 cartons: approx. 1 * 
1250x1250x360mm - 1 * 1970x1010x70mm - 1 * 
1970x940x70mm - 1 * 1970x300x200mm.

Condition: New
Worth: € 2,795.00

895 €

274 Steam room - hemisphere
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Steam Cabin
Type: 86F21-90
Model: Steam cabin - Hemisphere
Dimension: 900x900x2150mm
Number of jets: Cabin is equipped with 6 water jets for a 
pleasant back massage
Media equipment: Speaker with connection option for your
telephone
Product description: Safety glass which provides extra 
safety in the steam room. Thanks to the safety glass, you 
never have to worry about shards on the floor because it is 
impact resistant and strong. If the glass does break, it will 
break into blurry pieces. - Extensive Control Panel 
(including time and temperature adjustable) - Aroma 
therapy: fill the aroma holder with your favorite aromas 

795 €
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such as the well-known eucalyptus to spread delicious 
scents while steaming - Fan - Hand shower with panel - 
Rain shower with lighting in the ceiling - Mood lighting in 
the shower columns - Ozone disinfection for disinfecting 
the steam cabin after use - Safe non-slip bottom - A fold-
out seat for when you want to sit down while steaming - 
Cabin is on adjustable feet that are easy to adjust in height

Condition: New
Worth: €2,695.00

275 Steam Room - Square
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Steam Cabin
Type: 86F22-90
Model: Steam cabin square 90x90x215 cm
Dimension: 900x900x2150mm
Color: Black cab, white bottom plate
Water jets: 6 water jets provide a pleasant back massage.
Equipped with: Safety glass - Extensive Control Panel 
(including time and temperature adjustable) - Aroma 
therapy - Fan - Hand shower with panel - Rain shower with 
lighting in the ceiling - Ambient lighting in the shower 
column - Ozone disinfection - Non-slip bottom - Cabin is 
on adjustable legs that can be easily can be adjusted in 
height - Folding seat.
Packaging: Product consists of 4 cartons: approx. 1 * 
1000x1000x360mm - 1 * 1970x1010x70mm - 1 * 
1970x940x70mm - 1 * 1970x300x200mm.

Condition: New
Worth: €2,645.00

795 €

276 Steam cabin - rectangular
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Steam Cabin
Type: 86F22-R
Model: Steam Room - Rectangular
Size: 1200x900x2150mm
Water jets: 6 water jets provide a pleasant back massage.

995 €
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Equipped with: Safety glass - Extensive Control Panel 
(including time and temperature adjustable) - Aroma 
therapy - Fan - Hand shower with panel - Rain shower with 
lighting in the ceiling - Ambient lighting in the shower 
column - Ozone disinfection - Non-slip bottom - Cabin is 
on adjustable legs that can be easily can be adjusted in 
height - Folding seat.

Condition: New
Worth: € 2,995.00

278 Steam room - hemisphere
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Steam Cabin
Type: WS-801L
Model: Steam cabin hemisphere
Dimension: 850x1250x2150mm
Color: Silver
Number of jets: The cabin is equipped with water jets for a 
pleasant back massage
Equipped with: Blue tinted safety glass which provides 
extra safety in the steam cabin. Thanks to the safety glass, 
you never have to worry about shards on the floor because 
it is impact resistant and strong. If the glass does break, it 
will break into blurry pieces. - Digital Touch-screen control 
panel - Sliding doors with a watertight seal - Mood lighting 
- Speaker with the option to connect a telephone - Fan - 
Hand shower - Back massage system

Condition: New
Worth: € 3,750.00

895 €

279 steam room
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Steam Cabin
Type: YH-300
Model: Steam Room - Rectangular
Size: 1200x900x2150mm
Water jets: Cabin is equipped with water jets for a pleasant 
back massage.
Power: 3000W

895 €
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Equipped with: Safety glass - Digital Touch-screen Control 
Panel - Mood lighting - FM radio with CD connection and 
speaker - FM receiver - Fan - Hand shower - Back massage 
system - Ozone disinfection

Condition: New
Worth: € 4,695.00

280 steam room
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Steam Cabin
Type: YH-300A
Model: Steam Room - Rectangular
Size: 1200x900x2150mm
Water jets: Cabin is equipped with water jets for a pleasant 
back massage.
Power: 3000W
Equipped with: Dark blue safety glass - Digital Touch-
screen Control Panel - Mood lighting - FM radio with CD 
connection and speaker - FM receiver - Fan - Hand shower 
- Back massage system - Ozone disinfection

Condition: New
Worth: € 4,695.00

895 €

281 steam room
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Steam Cabin
Type: YH-301
Model: Steam Room - Rectangular
Dimension: 1000x1000x2150mm
Water jets: Cabin is equipped with water jets for a pleasant 
back massage.
Power: 3000W
Equipped with: Safety glass - Digital Touch-screen Control 
Panel - Mood lighting - FM radio with CD connection and 
speaker - FM receiver - Fan - Hand shower - Back massage 
system - Ozone disinfection

Condition: New
Worth: € 4,695.00

795 €
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282 steam room
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Steam Cabin
Type: YH-301A
Model: Steam Room - Rectangular
Dimension: 1000x1000x2150mm
Water jets: Cabin is equipped with water jets for a pleasant 
back massage.
Power: 3000W
Equipped with: Dark blue safety glass - Digital Touch-
screen Control Panel - Mood lighting - FM radio with CD 
connection and speaker - FM receiver - Fan - Hand shower 
- Back massage system - Ozone disinfection

Condition: New
Worth: € 4,695.00

795 €

283 Steam cabin with massage bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Steam cabin with massage bath
Type: YH-608A
Model: Steam cabin with massage bath - Hemisphere
Size: 1600x1600x2200mm
Water jets: 2 Seats in the bath, each equipped with water 
jets for a pleasant back massage.
Power: 3750 W
Equipped with: Safety glass - Extensive Control Panel 
(including time adjustable) - Mood lighting - FM radio with 
CD connection and speaker - FM receiver - Fan - Back 
massage & water massage system - Ozone disinfection - 
Foot massage

Condition: New
Worth: € 7,050.00

1.495 €

284 Steam cabin with massage bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Steam cabin with massage bath
Type: YH-701
Model: Steam cabin with massage bath - Hemisphere

1.495 €
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Dimension: 1600x1600x2250mm
Water jets: 2 Seats in the bath, each equipped with water 
jets for a pleasant back massage.
Power: 4750 W
Equipped with: Blue safety glass - Extensive Control Panel 
(including time adjustable) - Mood lighting - FM radio with 
CD connection and speaker - FM receiver - Fan - Back 
massage & water massage system - Ozone disinfection - 
Foot massage

Condition: New
Worth: € 7,050.00

285 steam room
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Steam Cabin
Type: YH-801A
Model: Steam cabin - Hemisphere
Dimension: 1060x1060x2150mm
Water jets: Cabin is equipped with water jets for a pleasant 
back massage.
Power: 3000W
Equipped with: Clear safety glass - Digital Touch-screen 
Control Panel - Mood lighting - FM radio with CD 
connection and speaker - FM receiver - Fan - Hand shower 
- Back massage system - Ozone disinfection - Foot 
massage

Condition: New
Worth: € 4,695.00

895 €

286 steam room
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Steam Cabin
Type: YH-803A
Model: Steam Room - Rectangular
Dimension: 1380x870x2150mm
Water jets: Cabin is equipped with water jets for a pleasant 
back massage.
Power: 3000W
Equipped with: Clear safety glass - Digital Touch-screen 

1.295 €
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Control Panel - Mood lighting - FM radio with CD 
connection and speaker - FM receiver - Fan - Hand shower 
- Back massage system - Ozone disinfection - Foot 
massage

Condition: New
Worth: € 4,695.00

287 steam room
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Steam Cabin
Type: YH-902A
Model: Steam cabin - Hemisphere
Dimension: 920x920x2150mm
Water jets: Cabin is equipped with water jets for a pleasant 
back massage.
Power: 3000W
Equipped with: Clear safety glass - Digital Touch-screen 
Control Panel - Mood lighting - FM radio with CD 
connection and speaker - Fan - Hand shower - Back and 
foot massage system - Ozone disinfection

Condition: New
Worth: € 4,695.00

795 €

288 steam room
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Steam Cabin
Type: YH-9090K
Model: Steam cabin - Hemisphere
Dimension: 920x920x2170mm
Water jets: Cabin is equipped with water jets for a pleasant 
back massage.
Power: 3000W
Equipped with: Clear safety glass - Digital Touch-screen 
Control Panel - Mood lighting - FM radio with CD 
connection and speaker - Fan - Hand shower - Back and 
foot massage system - Ozone disinfection

Condition: New
Worth: € 4,695.00

795 €
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289 Steam cabin rectangular - left-hand arrangement
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Steam Cabin
Type: ZS1233-L
Model: Steam Room - Rectangular
Dimension: 1200x900x2200mm
Water jets: 6 water jets provide a pleasant back massage.
Equipped with: Clear safety glass - Extensive Control Panel 
(including time and temperature adjustable) - Shower 
panel (including hand shower) with mood lighting - Rain 
shower with lighting - FM radio with speaker and CD 
connection - Port to connect the phone to - Ozone 
cleaning - Anti-slip bottom - Fan - Watertight sliding doors 
- Cabin stands on adjustable feet that are easy to adjust in 
height.

Condition: New
Worth: € 3,750.00

895 €

290 Sauna - rectangular
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Sauna Elec: 6kw and 230 Volt
Electric: 6kw and 230 Volt
Type: MALMO
Model: Stove - rectangular
Dimension: 2200x2200x2100mm
Heating: Stove (6kW) heated to 90 degrees
Details: Starry sky mood lighting - Back walls have small 
light natural stone strips - Exterior with wood grain 
decoration.
Equipped with: Clear safety glass (8mm) - Heat resistant 
door knobs - Approx. 20 kg. Lava rocks - Ventilation grille - 
Touchscreen Control Panel - Bluetooth integration for 
music with double speaker (easy to operate via the Control 
Panel) - Comfortable sofa - Wooden bucket with ladle - 
Hourglass - Thermometer.
Packaging: Product consists of 10 cartons: approx. 1 * 
2150x2230x220mm - 1 * 2070x1220x220mm - 1 * 
2030x820x120mm - 1 * 2130x500x210mm - 2 * 
2110x1160x240mm - 1 * 400x300x140mm - 1 * 
600x430x300mm - 1 * 350x310x300mm - 1 * 570x570mm

2.995 €
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Condition: New
Worth: €7,995.00

291 Sauna - Prism
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Sauna Elec: 6kw and 230 Volt
Electric: 6kw and 230 Volt
Electric: 6kw and 230 Volt
Type: 1101
Model: Stove - prism
Dimension: 2200x2200x2100mm
Heating: Stove heated to 90 degrees
Details: Starry sky mood lighting - Beige/cream natural 
stone inner wall - Exterior with wood grain decoration.
Equipped with: Clear safety glass (8mm) - Heat resistant 
door knobs - Approx. 15 kg. Lava rocks - Ventilation grille - 
Touchscreen Control Panel - Bluetooth integration for 
music with double speakers (easy to operate via the 
Control Panel) - 3 Comfortable seats/loungers - Wooden 
bucket with ladle - Hourglass - Thermometer.
Packing: Product consists of 11 cartons: approx. 1 * 
2200x1220x230mm - 1 * 2250x1230x230mm - 1 * 
2030x1150x100mm- 1 * 2020x650x100mm - 1 * 
2070x540x340mm - 1 * 2210x1190x220mm - 1 * 
2220x1130x260mm - 1 * 400x300x140mm - 1 * 300x -
x430mm - 1 * 600mm 1 * 570x570x260mm

Condition: New
Worth: €6,995.00

2.895 €

292 Sauna - rectangular
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Sauna Elec: 6kw and 230 Volt
Electric: 6kw and 230 Volt
Type: 1102-200
Model: Stove - prism
Dimension: 2000x2000x2100mm
Heating: Stove heated to 90 degrees
Details: Mood lighting - Beige/cream natural stone inner 
wall - Exterior with wood grain decoration.
Equipped with: Clear safety glass (8mm) - Heat resistant 

2.695 €
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door knobs - Approx. 15 kg. Lava rocks - Ventilation grille - 
Touchscreen Control Panel - Bluetooth integration for 
music with double speakers (easy to operate via the 
Control Panel) - 3 Comfortable seats/loungers - Wooden 
bucket with ladle - Hourglass - Thermometer.
Packaging: Product consists of 10 cartons: approx. 1 * 
2150x1230x220mm - 1 * 2070x1220x220mm - 1 * 
2030x820x120mm - 1 * 2130x500x210mm - 2 * 
2110x1160x240mm - 1 * 400x300x140mm - 1 * 
600x430x300mm - 1 * 350x310x300mm - 1 * 570x570mm

Condition: New
Worth: €6,995.00

293 Sauna - Rectangular
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Sauna
Type: 1102-250
Model: Sauna with stove
Dimension: 2500x2500x2100mm
Heating: Stove heated to 90 degrees (9 kW / 220V)
Details: Mood lighting - Beige/cream natural stone inner 
wall - Exterior with wood grain decoration.
Equipped with: Clear safety glass (8mm) - Heat resistant 
door knobs - Approx. 15 kg. Lava rocks - Ventilation grille - 
Touchscreen Control Panel - Bluetooth integration for 
music with double speakers (easy to operate via the 
Control Panel) - 3 Comfortable seats/loungers - Wooden 
bucket with ladle - Hourglass - Thermometer.
Packaging: Product consists of 10 cartons: approx. 1 * 
2150x1230x220mm - 1 * 2070x1220x220mm - 1 * 
2030x820x120mm - 1 * 2130x500x210mm - 2 * 
2110x1160x240mm - 1 * 400x300x140mm - 1 * 
600x430x300mm - 1 * 350x310x300mm - 1 * 570x570mm

Condition: New
Worth: € 9.995.00

3.395 €
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294 Infrared sauna
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Sauna Elec: 6kw and 230 Volt
Electric: 6kw and 230 Volt
Type: RELAX 2
Model: Infrared heater - rectangular
Size: 1800x1800x1900mm
Heating: Infrared heating (3400w) heated Cast resin plates 
that give off evenly heat within the sauna
Equipped with: Clear safety glass (8mm) - Ozone 
disinfection - Control Panel with USB connection and 
Bluetooth - Reading light - Mood lighting

Condition: New
Worth: € 4,795.00

1.995 €

295 Sauna
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Sauna
Elec: 6Kw and 230 VoLT
Type: SMS-601
Model: Stove with stove - rectangular
Dimension: 2060x1530x2040mm
Heating: Stove
Equipped with: Clear safety glass - Ozone disinfection - 
Control Panel - Approx. 15 kg. Lava rocks - Bluetooth 
integration for music with speaker - Lighting - Control 
panel - Wooden bucket with spoon - Hourglass - 
Thermometer.

Condition: New
Worth: €6,995.00

1.595 €

296 Infrared sauna
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Sauna
Type: RELAX 1
Model: Infrared - triangular
Dimension: 1800x1300x1900mm

1.495 €
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Heating: Infrared heating (3400w / 220V) heated Cast resin 
plates that give off evenly heat within the sauna
Equipped with: Clear safety glass (8mm) - Ozone 
disinfection - Control Panel with USB connection and 
Bluetooth - Reading light - Mood lighting

Condition: New
Worth: € 4,695.00

297 Sauna - rectangular
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Sauna
Type: ZY-I4CED180
Model: Sauna rectangular
Dimension: 1800x1300x1900mm
Heating: Stove heated to 90 degrees (6KW / 220V)
Details: Mood lighting - Equipped with: Clear safety glass 
(8mm) - Heat resistant door knobs - Approx. 15 kg. Lava 
rocks - Ventilation grille - Touchscreen Control Panel - 
Comfortable seating/loungers - Wooden bucket with ladle 
- Hourglass - Thermometer.

Condition: New
Worth: €5,995.00

2.495 €

299 Steam cabin with massage bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Steam cabin with massage bath
Type: 2305STW
Model: Steam cabin with massage bath - Rectangular
Dimension: 1500x850x2200mm
Colour: Black cabin with white bath
Number of jets: The cabin has water jets that provide a 
pleasant back massage
Equipped with:- Colored safety glass which provides extra 
safety in the steam cabin. Thanks to the safety glass, you 
never have to worry about shards on the floor because it is 
impact resistant and strong. Should the glass break, it will 
fall apart into blurry pieces. - Equipped with 2 sliding doors 
- Top lighting - Mood lighting - Fan - Hand shower - Top 
shower - Function for a pleasant foot massage - Towel 

1.395 €
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rack with shelf - Soap and shampoo dispenser - Cabin 
condition on adjustable feet that are easy to adjust in 
height

Condition: New
Worth: €3,195.00

300 Steam cabin with massage bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Steam cabin with massage bath
Type: 2306STW
Model: Steam cabin with massage bath - Rectangular
Dimension: 1700x850x2200mm
Colour: Black cabin with white bath
Number of jets: The cabin has water jets that provide a 
pleasant back massage
Equipped with:- Colored safety glass which provides extra 
safety in the steam cabin. Thanks to the safety glass, you 
never have to worry about shards on the floor because it is 
impact resistant and strong. Should the glass break, it will 
fall apart into blurry pieces. - Equipped with 2 sliding doors 
- Top lighting - Mood lighting - Fan - Hand shower - Top 
shower - Function for a pleasant foot massage - Towel 
rack with shelf - Soap and shampoo dispenser - Aroma 
therapy : fill the aroma container with your favorite aromas 
such as the well-known eucalyptus to spread delicious 
scents during steaming - Cabin is on adjustable feet that 
are easy to adjust in height

Condition: New
Worth: €3,450,00

1.495 €

301 Steam cabin with bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Steam cabin with bath
Type: 2303
Model: Semicircular steam room with bath
Dimension: 850x1250x2150mm
Color: Black with white bath
Equipped with: Colored safety glass which provides extra 
safety in the steam cabin. Thanks to the safety glass, you 

995 €
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never have to worry about shards on the floor because it is 
impact resistant and strong. If the glass does break, it will 
break into blurry pieces. - Sliding doors with a watertight 
seal - Ceiling lighting - Mood lighting - Hand shower - Rain 
shower - Towel rack with shelf - Soap and shampoo 
dispenser

Condition: New
Worth: €2,195.00

302 Steam cabin with bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Steam cabin with massage bath
Type: 2527
Model: Steam cabin with massage bath hemisphere
Dimension: 1300x1300x2200mm
Color: Black cab, white bath
Equipped with: Colored safety glass which provides extra 
safety in the steam cabin. Thanks to the safety glass, you 
never have to worry about shards on the floor because it is 
impact resistant and strong. If the glass does break, it will 
break into blurry pieces. - Sliding doors with a watertight 
seal - Ceiling lighting - Mood lighting - Hand shower - Rain 
shower - Towel rack with shelf - Soap and shampoo 
dispenser - Function for a pleasant foot massage

Condition: New
Worth: € 3,750.00

995 €

304 Steam cabin with whirlpool massage bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Steam cabin with massage bath
Type: 2586W
Model: Massage bath - Hemisphere
Dimension: 1350x1350x2200mm
Water jets: 6 water jets provide a pleasant back massage.
Equipped with: Sliding doors with watertight seal - Hand 
and rain shower - Digital control panel - Mood lighting - FM 
radio with speaker and CD connection - Port to connect 
the phone - Anti-slip bottom - Fan - Cabin is on adjustable 
feet that are easy to adjust are in height.

1.395 €
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Condition: New
Worth: € 4,695.00

305 Steam cabin with massage bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Steam cabin with massage bath
Type: SM2580
Model: Steam cabin with massage bath
Dimension: 1500x850x2200mm
Equipped with: Colored safety glass which provides extra 
safety in the steam cabin. Thanks to the safety glass, you 
never have to worry about shards on the floor because it is 
impact resistant and strong. If the glass does break, it will 
break into blurry pieces. - Sliding doors with a watertight 
seal - Ceiling lighting - Mood lighting - Hand shower - Rain 
shower - Towel rack with shelf - Soap and shampoo 
dispenser - Function for a pleasant foot massage

Condition: New
Worth: € 3,695.00

1.295 €

306 Steam cabin with massage bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Steam cabin with massage bath
Type: SM2581
Model: Steam cabin with massage bath
Dimension: 1700x850x2250mm
Equipped with: Colored safety glass which provides extra 
safety in the steam cabin. Thanks to the safety glass, you 
never have to worry about shards on the floor because it is 
impact resistant and strong. Should the glass break, it will 
fall apart into blurry pieces. - Sliding doors with a 
watertight seal - Ceiling lighting - Mood lighting - Hand 
shower - Rain shower - Towel rack with shelf - Soap and 
shampoo dispenser - Function for a pleasant foot massage

Condition: New
Worth: € 3,695.00

1.395 €
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307 Steam cabin with massage bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Steam cabin with massage bath
Type: 2610
Model: Semicircular steam cabin with massage bath
Dimension: 1500x850x2250mm
Color: Black with white bath
Equipped with: Colored safety glass which provides extra 
safety in the steam cabin. Thanks to the safety glass, you 
never have to worry about shards on the floor because it is 
impact resistant and strong. If the glass does break, it will 
break into blurry pieces. - Sliding doors with a watertight 
seal - Ceiling lighting - Mood lighting - Hand shower - Rain 
shower - Towel rack with shelf - Soap and shampoo 
dispenser - Function for a pleasant foot massage

Condition: New
Worth: € 3,695.00

1.195 €

308 Steam cabin with massage bath
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Steam cabin with Whirlpool massage bath
Type: 2611
Model: Steam cabin with massage bath
Dimension: 1700x850x2250mm
Equipped with: Colored safety glass which provides extra 
safety in the steam cabin. Thanks to the safety glass, you 
never have to worry about shards on the floor because it is 
impact resistant and strong. If the glass does break, it will 
break into blurry pieces. - Sliding doors with a watertight 
seal - Whirlpool bath has water jets for a pleasant massage 
- Ceiling lighting - Mood lighting - Hand shower - Rain 
shower - Towel rack with shelf - Soap and shampoo 
dispenser

Condition: New
Worth: € 3,695.00

1.295 €
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311 Hot tub with wooden cover
Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Hot Tub Including Wooden Cover
Type: HS19001KIT WITH COVER WOOD
Model: Wooden Hot Tub
Number of persons: 6-8 persons
Size: 1900x1000x1045mm
Weight: 230 Kg
Content: 2250 liters
Material: Spruce (38mm) - Stainless steel wood stove
Equipped with: Stainless steel wood stove 12/14 KW with 
chimney - Stove protector - Step ladder - Stainless steel 
straps - Wooden benches - Cup holder - A wooden gate to 
safely separate the bench from the warm stove - A water 
drain valve to easily empty the hot tub to run. Wooden 
cover to cover the hot tub when not in use.
Use and maintenance:
- The hot tub can be easily assembled by a single person. 
This takes about 6 hours.
- A hard surface is most ideal for setting up. The hot tub is 
best set up on a surface of loose stones, tiles or gravel.
- The hot tub will leak for the first 3-5 days. This is normal. 
After 3-5 days the wood will expand and the hot tub will be 
completely watertight.
- The hot tub can be used in both summer and winter.
- Do not heat the hot tub when not in use. This can cause 
fire and damage to the hot tub.
- The heater may only be fired if the water level in the hot 
tub is at the correct level.

Condition: New
Worth: € 3,390.00

1.745 €
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